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Peace Agreement Signings Completed
Ceasefire Takes Effect
At 6 p.m., Local Time

Sparks-Plans RI-Retire
From MSU This Summer

PARIS , AP) — Agreement on
ending the war and restoring
peace to Vietnam was signed
today in the ballroom of an old
Paris hotel near the Arc de
Triomphe.
For the United States it
means the end of the longest
war in its history and a conflict
paid for in the lives of nearly.
46,000 [lien and billions of dollars.
The signing took 18 minutes
and ended with champagne
toasts
Separate documents were set
aside for signing later in the
day by the United States and
North Vietnam.
Outside the hotel demonstrators booed the U.S. and South
Vietnamese envoys and cheered
the North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong as they arrived and left
eecrefary of State William P.
Rogers signed for the United
States and Foreign Minister
-Tran Van Lam for South Vietnam. On the other side, Foreign Minister Nguyen Duy
Trmh signed for North Vietnam
and Mrs. Nguyen Tri Binh for
the Viet Canst
The main agreement signed
by all four parties calls for the
end of the fighting in Vietnam
at midnight Greenwich Mean
Time -oc 8 pin. CST.
As the U.S. and South Vietnamese delegations left, the
crowd across the street booed

and jeered, then burst into the
"International" as the Viet
Cong foreign minister, Mrs.
Binh, came into view.
The South Vietnamese delegation announced later that it
had expressed "its deep surprise" to the Frnech govern-

ment for permitting the demonstration to take place near the
scene of the signing.
About 300 French and Vietnamese, waving a forest of
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong flags, stood behind police
(Continued on Page Eight

.'Go fishing and hunting." He is earned a doctorate in education
building a home on Kentucky at UK.
He was appointed principal of
Lake, an area where hethas
Mayfield High School in 1947
spent much of his spare time.
Sparks' current contract runs and left after one year to join
the .Murray staff as an associthrough Jan. 1, 1976.
Dr. Sparks, who was named
Under current university ate professor of secondary eduMurray's fifth president in 1968, regulations, Sparks could re- cation. He became head of the
began his career teaching in a
department in. 1952.
main in office until he is 70.
NIRS JAN F:MMERT,(left) Instructor of Nursing at M. S. U.,
two-room Breckirwidge County
In 1953 he wes elected superBut for several years the adschool in 1930.
her nursing students will be helping with the canvassing of
and
nunistrator has advocated a re- intendent of public insturction.
Mrs.Jackie 1..ndeni(mid (center and Mrs
said
The 65-year-old educator
tirement policy at Murray Five days after his four-year the city. Zone Captains
he it ill discuss his retirement which would require those in term of office expired, he was Mabel Dillard are shown selecting materials for their section
SAIGON AP, -- Communist edged enemy troops still held
plans wfth the MSU regents administrative posts to retire at named MSU pr.
leaders.
next
week.
they
meet
when
forces stormed into the major two edges of the city
65.
U.S officials said the attacks
city of Tay Ninh and its Cao
He said he would prefer to
adminisSparks'
During
retire June 30, but "as to the tration, Murray's total budget
Dai tepple today and attacked might prove of some success to
time I will actually retire, that has more than doubled, going
smallr• towns across South the Communists in giving them
will be up to the board."
Vietnam in what U S officials control in new areas before the
in
million
$8
over
from slightly
Sparks said he would remain 1967-68 to $19.2 million this
said was a grab for land before cease-fire goes into effect at 8
a.m. Sunday - 6 p.m. CST
in office if the regents wish un- year
the cease-fire. .
til a new president is selected.
It has been widely presumed today
Murray's enrollment has flucOne U.S soldier who watched
Asked what he plans for his tuated from year to year, and
by allied officials that the Viet
buddy die in a predawn rocka
Tay
retirement. Sparks quipped,
claun
like
to
would
Cong
has increased by only 107 stucapital et attack on Da Nana Air Base
provincial
a
Ntrth
City,
the
of
Most
1968-7
since
dents
55 miles northwest of Saigon, said . "The only irony of it is
university's enrollment probthat a good friend of mine from
as a political base.
lems are related to state policy
They believe it is important the same hometown as I'm
on out-of-state students
to the Communists because the from was killed this morning_
Until the state Council of
is near Viet Cong and He was supposed to start initial
city
Public Higher Education orNorth Vietnamese military' out-processing this morning to
dered a cutback in non-Kenbases and supply depots along leave He just got killed."
"lucky students, upwards of 25
He was the third American
Cambodian border
the
per cent of Murray's enrollThe South Vietnamese mili- serviceman to die since the
ment was from out-of-state.
tary command said the Com- cease-fire was announced
Thikkear- only ,18.3 per cent of
munist troops had been driven Wednesday A Marine security
l
MSU students are from (ithei
out of several hamlets around guard was killed in a rocket atstates
Base
Tay Ninh But they acknowl- tack on the Bien Hoa Air
A Livingston, Ky., native,
an oband
Friday.,
dawn
before
Kenof
Sparks is known as one
server was killed later the
tucky's most humorous speaksame day when his helicopter
state's
the
of
one
is
and
ers,
Harry M. Sparks
crashed 100 miles east of Saimost active after-dinner speakgon Thirty-one American servers.
icemen and civilian advisers
were
(frost
night
He was graduated cum laude
Toesday
meeting
al
organisation
11110ThER'S MARCH WORKERS present at the
and technicians have been
from Transylvania College in
March; Mrs. Franc'. 1,alloway and Andrea Galloway. Mrs.
..,wi Mrs. Glenda Roos, Chairman of the
wounded since Wednesday'.
.]
Brein
1930 and began teachuig
row Mrs. Betty Ann Bumphis,
Jackie Underwood, Mrs.Carol Petersen. Mrs. Judy Whitten, ,sciond
The Saigon command reportJan
Mrs.
Lyles.
Lau
ckinridge County. By 1935 he
Mary
Mrs.
Abbot,
Lou
Mary
Mrs. Virginia Skinner, Mrs. Mabel Dillard. Mrs.
and mourning" and ed 160 North Vietnamese and
gladness
PRIM
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ASSOCIATE
'THE
By
Mrs.
Bins.
Joy
Yancey I.. Watkins, associate was principal and basketball
HIM,
Judy
Mrs.
, Emmert, Mrs. Harlan Hodges, Mrs. Kathryn Garrott,; (third row i
President Nixon has pro- to call for massive aid to all Viet Cong attacks across South
Mrs.Ray Doran. Mrs.
professor at Murray State, will coach at Irvington High School,
Annette bavell. Mrs. Marilyn McCuiston, Mrs. Danny Nix.Mrs.Camara Light,
claimed a "national moment of Vietnam, release of all prison- Vietnam during the 24 hours
be on the program of the Second and served in those posts at the
Barbara Brown, Mrs. John Imes.and Mrs. Doris Cella.
prayer and thanksgiving" at 6 ers and amnesty for draft eva- ending at 6 a.m today. the
Breckinridge
Annual Southeastern Regional consolidated
Present hut not pictured were Mrs. Shirley Homra,and Mrs. Lyme Jallosiss.
p rit today and urged Ameri- ders.
highest number in nearly a
1941.
until
School
High
l
County
Conference of the Internationa
the
cans to observe the official
Roy B White, president of year About two-thirds of
Reading Association at the Galt During that time he earned his
start of the Vietnam cease-fire the National Association of The- attacks were by rockets and
House in Louisville, February master's degree in education
with "appropriate ceremonies ater Owners, which says it rep- mortars, and it was the third
from the University of Ken15-17.
atand activities"
resents most of the nation's 14,- successive day that enemy
Sponsored by the Kentucky tucky
"A long and trying ordeal for 000 motion picture theaters, tacks topped 100.
He served in the Navy in
State Council of the Incommand
Saigon
The
America has ended,- Nixon de- said a minute of silence would
Reading World War II After the war he
ternational
Mrs Glenda Roos, Chairman energy to help make this )ear's
The Adult Great Books clared in a proclamation Fri- be observed at all the theaters claimed 533 North Vietnamese
Association, features many
and Viet Cone troops killed.
of the March of Dimes Mother's March a success.
Discussion Group will meet day setting the tone for reli- at 6 p.m.
leaders in the field of reading
section
and
Zone
symbolic
South Vietnamese reported
Captains
and
for
1973
that
services
March
announced
seven
giou.s
at
29,
January
educators
Monday,
Approximately 5,000
Moments for silent prayer their losses were at least 70
January 28. through February leaders who were not in at- p.m. at the Calloway Public
gestures planned around the
during
will attend the conference.
aside
set
also are to be
men killed and 363 wounded
,
3, are the dates of the March tendance are: Mrs. Betty. Library.
nation to herald the peace
conventions of the Veterans of Still fragmentary reports listed
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CORRECTION
Wars and Catholic War at least 10 civilians killed, 44
bama declared today "a day of Foreign
was made at the kick-off collecting in the sub-divisions: leader for the book, "Life Is A
An error occured in the city
in Cleveland
Veterans
Jo
and
g"
Mrs.
wounded and more than 30
meeting held Tuesday evening Mrs Wilma Wilson,
Dream." The public is invited to hope and thanksgivin
council news story in yesteraround the homes destroyed
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Mrs.
to
state
Miller,
his
.of
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Mrs.
Anna
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Christian
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spokesman
library
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attend,
conday's Ledger and Times
North Vietnamese troops also
The Zone Captains and sec- Beatrice Henry, Mrs. Tommy
join in hope and prayer that the country planned special servsaid.
An exhibit of wildlife paincerning the rental of the land at
truce agreement will lead to ices of thanksgiving, and the fought their way into Trang
the landfill stie owned by the tings by John Steven Goodman tions leaders were given Carrol, Mrs Joe McDougal,
governors of several states Born Village. about 20 miles
FULTON SPEAKER
lasting peace
is currently hung in the lobby of materials to hand out to their Mrs. Wanda Plummer, Mrs.
city.
asked citizens to ring bells, northeast of Saigon on Highway
Kathy
Cardinal
Mrs.
Peggy
Terence
Moffitt,
who
will
be
workers
Archbishop
canvassing
the Bank of Murray. The oneThe story should have said
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, a Cooke, military vicar for the light lights or observe the occa- I. and fighting was reported
McChoart,
Pasco,
Sue
Mrs.
the
the
city
and
of
parts
county
paintings
oil
the
that
man
show
features
is
t
arrangemen
the
that
Rotarian and president of armed forces, will offer a MaSS sion in prayer
and Mrs
near the district town of Trang
city pay for one third of the of ducks and geese on Kentucky in the annual March of birth Mrs. Drucilla Owens,.
Murray State University since of thanksgiving at New York
Mayor Henry Maier of Mil- Bang, along Highway 1 about
Ray
Med
Walls.
defects
Lake.
fertilizer and seed costs and
the
at
1968, was guest speaker
Although the Welcome Wagon
City's St. Patrick's Cathedral waukee ordered the City Hall 30 miles to the northwest.
Those collecting in the county
receive one third of the
Mr. Goodman was born in Newcomers club sponsors the
meeting of the Fulton Rotary The bells of historic Trinity bell rung and urged churches to
are:
attend
to
who
were
unable
proceeds from the soy bean Calloway County and attended
Club held Tuesday at the
Street will be- join. Mayor Tom Mariam of Ticrop. The land was rented last High School in Calloway March of Dimes fund raising Mrs. Lee Bohn, Alm° Heights, -Holiday Inn, Fulton. Dr Sparks Church on Wall
tusville, Fla., called for the
p.m.
6
at
the
from
March
each
year,
Mother's
chiming
gin
Wilkinson,
Mrs.
Harold
for
Son
and
year to Cunningham
was introduced by Otis H
County. He is the son of Mr. and itself is a community effort.
ringing of church bells, blowing
League
Resisters
War
The
the
Women's
and
Club:
Hazel
the planting of soy beans. About Mrs. J.C. Goodman of Route 4,
Erwin, also a member of the planned a rally this afternoon of car horns and turning on of
two
people
Paradise
than
More
hundred
Mrs. Lester Donelson,
35 acres of land is involved and Murray.
Murray Rotary Club.
are contributing their time and Resort area.
in Seattle to mark "an occasion lights
Donald I. Story, assistant
represents the unused tillable
"Most of my art training
professor of woodwinds at
land at the landfill site.
my
father
came from watching
Murray State University, will
paint. My father showed me
present a recital of 20th century
many tricks to painting and
,
for -clarinet- 'Tuesday,
sketching. I grew up with a
Jan 30.
paint brush and palet in my
To begin at 8 ip.m in the
hands," Mr. Goodman said.
annex recital halllif the Price
Chance of occasional light
"I love the outdoors, inDoy le Fine Arts Center, the
rain or drizzle today and cluding hunting and fishing," he
The home of Mrs Jerry Bolls carried on through T.V., radio. program will include storks by.
tonight, changing to snow late added. "So I began painting
was the setting for the January magazines and the press. Poulenc. Kunc, Templeton and
Sunday. Highs today in the low wildlife. I like to paint wildlife
meeting of the Gamma Thousands of educational Bartok. Story will be ac25th
mostly
tonight
to mid 50s. Lows
because I do considerable
Chapter of Beta Sigma pamphlets are distributed each companied on the piano by Mrs.
Gamma
in the 40s. Turning colder with hunting. I paint ducks and geese
year which give life-saving
Phi
Marie Taylor, university intemperatures falling to the 30s because of their beauty.
information for stroke and
evening
the
for
guest
Special
of
chance
A
structor.
Sunday afternoon.
Nothing thrills me more than a
•
was Charles Ross of the Ken- heart attack victims.
snow flurries Monday, and con- flock of Mallards coming down
A special feature of the
Ross said another area in
Heart Association, who
tucky
tinued cold.
evening will be a performance
with their wings cupped sailing
Heart
the
Kentucky
which
gave a talk on the various ways
of___!'Contrasts" for ,violin,
into the decoys. It also thrills
Kentucky Extended Outlook
that the Kentucky Heart Association Is extremely active clarinet and piano by. Bela
graceful
their
capture
me
to
service
Rain Sunday night changing
community
is
the
Fund
Association uses. Heart
Bart.* Joining Story and Mrs.
to light snow before ending pose on canvas. I have captured
projects such as the Heart
dollars received each year.
for the work will be
Taylor
this
gun
a
with
ducks
many
and
Tuesday
Monday. Clearing
Research is a continuous Clinic for medically indigent violinist Mary Curtis Taylor of
at
past
June
partly cloudy Wednesday. Turn- season and I plan to paint
this
held
children
Heart
the
program . of
Murray, a member of the Nashing much colder Monday and scenes depicting some of the
are the Calloway County Health ville
Association.- Grants
Symphony Orchestra.
on
decoys
My
into
coming
brids
again
warming
Tueeday, and
awarded to Medical Chairs at Center. Thest_children, as
:who joined the Murray
.are
Wednesday. Early morning the Kentucky Lake."
state
the
across
others
and
the University of Louisville
State faculty in 1967, earned
Previouusly Mr. Goodman's
of
.
lows in the teens and 20s Montreated
free
and
the University of Kentucky' for examined
with both the B.M.E. and M.M.E.
day, zero to 15 Tuesday, and in paintings have „been exhibited
research in developing more charge, by a cardiologist
State
Fulton
Park,
State
and degrees at ,Wichita
the teens and 20s again at Kenlake
doctors
other
trained
of
for
and better equipment
Members of the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi r..ceiving Heart Fund Certificates
University.
Wednesday. Daytime highs in Banana Festival, Garvin Park
assist.
: nurses to
Appreciation from Charles flaiiits-fiateMeart Association Rep!.,entathe, are left to right: Mrs. Ed surgery, diagnosis and treat
The nubile is invited to attend
tho naid.-20x la mid 30s Monday, in Evansville, Indiana, and,at
liturr,4% -Calloway Heart Fund Chairman; mett of all cardiovascular
Ails.
Willard
Thomas.
Mrs.
Gamma
ident:
Commirpres
-theissinaseion-free recital.• t,
(Continued on Page Eight
Lakes
the
in the Sig Tuesday, and in the .the land Between
diseases. Public education is
and Mrs. Jerry Roils. Heart Fund publicity chairman
show.
40s Wednesday.
Harry M. Sparks, president of
Murray State University since
1968, plans to retire this summer after a career of nearly 43
years in education.
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Communist Forces Storm
Tay Ninh In Land Grab

Nixon Proclaims Moment
Of Thanksgiving Today

Yancey Watkins To
Attend Conference

Mothers' March Set For
January 28-February 3

Adult Great Books
Group Plans Meet

Paintings Of
Local Artist
Are Exhibited

Donald L. Story To
Present Recital

The Weather

Heart Fund Certificates
Given; Drive Planned-Here
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What's Happening To
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(Editor's Note: The following written form. They admit the
story is one in a series of ar- age is not close at hand.
Perhaps the easiest substitute
ticles _by Leo V. Cheesmaa, of
Weseace • Paper Mill I. would be cotton. At today's
Wickliffe, on the future of our market price the raw material
forests, and what is happening cost would run an estimated
four to five times the cost of
to our timber supply.
wood. Costs for converting
By Leo V. Cheeseman
paper nulls to use the cotton
Why not stop cutting trees and fiber would push the finished
use substitutes Instead?
price still higher. But the cost to
The proposal is made the environment might well be
seriously by some. Since 1000, more than we can imagine.
for example, about 16 million
To grow cotton, more land
acres of forest land .1 an area would be cleared—nialch of it
larger than the state of West forest land. To produce
the most
Virginia ) have been withdrawn economical crop, insecticides
permanently from timber and fertilizers
would be called
production. The areas are for. In effect, the
use of such a
designated as parks and substitute might
do more harm
wilderness areas and are to the environment we
want to
located largely in the West.
•
improve,
But what is really involved if
For convenience, for low cost,
we're to allow all the trees to for
disposability
( and
live, and die of old age and reusability most us will
of
stick
disease? What about the with paper—from
nature's
people? Who uses wood, and renewable resource,
the forests.
why?
All right for paper? Then,
Americans use wood for what about
lumber? The boards
paper. Lots of it. Each of us and sticks,
and rods and
averages between 560 and 575 tabletops
and kitchen cabinets
pounds every year, and the that use
up our trees.
--figure grows. It's convenient,
Finding a figure on the
it's inexpensive and it comes in number
of acres of slums and
more than 12,000 varieties. the
number of acres of urban
Government estimates indicate renewal
needing attention is not
that we've figured out more
easy. Measured in the number
than 100,000 ways to use paper. of
homes needed, though, we
And primary production of pulp come
up with the figure 26
and paper provides jobs for
nullion. That's the number 'of
more than 191,000 people in the new
and rehabilitated housing
South, according to Southern units
Congress estimated we
Forest Insitutte.
would need to build in the
Almost all of it comes from
decade ending fn 1978 in order to
wood.
reasonably rebuild the, urban
How about recycling? It
areas of tomorrow.
sounds like a good idea and has
To meet that goal would
for years. Few people even
require as much as twice the
realize that the paper industry
lumber, plywood and other
already gets inure than 20
wood construction materials
percent of its raw material from
we're producing today.
wastepaper. But it creates some
But the forests can't continue
problems, too. Collection and to
provide the paper and the
sorting of usable and unusable lumber
if they are set aside for
papers is a massive challenge. uses that
prohibit harvesting
Inks and coatings have to be

The Outstanding civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity 114 its Newspaper
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER IA TIMES I ILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Arthur Lassiter, age 79,
Murray Route Four on January 26, and Mrs.
Maude Moody, age 73, today at her home al Fort
Henry, Tenn.
• An agreement between union and management of
Winslow Engineering. Inc., was arrived at today.
Work is expected to resume tomorrow.
The Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation has moved within $3,150 of the fund goal of
$150.000, according to the Murray Chamber of
Commerce
Michael Palmer of Kirksey and Johnny Kelso of
Lynn Grove took top honors for their tobacco in the
Western District Dark Fired Tobacco Show and Sale
for 4-2•L and FFA at Mayfield. Bobby Evans of
Murray College High School won the tobacco
judging contest held after the sale.

of

Cook Proposes I
20 Years Ago Today Easier Loans
For Co-Ops
Mrs. Anna Fair. formerly of Calloway

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

LEDGER Its TIMES TILE

County,
died at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Lodema
Jackson, Paris. Tenn.. last night. :
"Congratulations to Rev. and Mrs. S.C. McKee on
the birth of Sod-bon-1 January 20," from the-Column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray."
Douglas Hardware at 4th and Main Streets in
Murray has.a special "after inventory close out"
sale ad in the Ledger & Times today.
.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds won over the
Morehead Eagles 81 to 69 in a basketball game last"
night.
Brown Tucker has returned from a business trip
for the Veterans of Foreign Wars in the Middle
Eastern States

30Years AgoThis Week
LEDGER

TIAILEIS FALK

S-Sgt. Hugh Gray Erwin. age 23. only child of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Erwin of Murray, has been reported
killed in action in Western Europe by the War
Department.
Other deaths reported this week are Mrs. Cedella
Oliver. age 83, Bert Hale. age 77, Waymon C.
Osborn. age 70, Bud Tidwell. age 81, Julian C.
Hatcher. age 32. Miss Eunice Orr, age 51, William L.
Maine, age 74. Charlie M. Lassiter, age 71. and Mrs..
Fannie Heath.
Thirty-three of the 80 men who went to Evansville,
Ind., for examination were passed and will leave
tomorrow for induction at Fort Benjamin Harrison,
Births reported this week include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Reggie Byers on January 13, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Hawley Bucy on January 15, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Eunice Housden on January 27, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward'McClure.on January 14.
Dr. Robert Barnwell has been named a new
member of the history and social sciences faculty of
Murray State College.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
I am the Almight God; walk, before me. and
thou perfect.—Genesis 17:1.

be

Jo the sobering consciousness that life is ever
lived in the immediate presence of God, let us ever
live life at its best.

Isn't It The Truth!
'

by Carl Kiblet Jr.

The principal cause for the traditional conflict
between men and women is the wonderful and exciting anatomical -fact that they are different:
women, of course, being more different that men.
For example, a man has two hands but a woman has
three—the right hand, the left hand and the upper
hand.
"Woman is stronger by reason of
of his strength." —French Proverb

trat

PUT
TO WORK FOR YOU
1

Third of a Series

Our Forests?

PELFAST„,
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Hendon-(

Proposal To Use Substitutes
Made Seriously by Some People

PUBLISHED Be THE LEDGER A TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc., 103 N 4th St , Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
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, 1509 Madison Ave
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Look in the section in which and counteracts indiscretion,
API Ky
your birthday comes and find hotheadedness and intolerance.
Sen Marlow Cook. li-Ky,, has
what your outlook is, according CAPRICORN
proposed easier borrowing for
to the stars.
(Deo -42 to Jan 201 lei
rural electric cooperatives.
ARIES .
- You can coast on your laurels
inge
Cook's plan, outlined at the
!Mar. 21 te Alt. 20) '
you do not actually waste time
21st agricultural conference of
Some 140.ml-changing, but or dissipate talents. The restful
the Kentucky Council of Coopyou cat prevent the worthwhile day is also useful, indulged with
eratives here, would bring back from being diluted with froth.
Proper purpose.
direct loans at 2 per cent inter- Inattentiveness prevalent. AND AQUARIUS
est for cooperatives serving some high-spirited notions to 1Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
such thinly populated areas direct carefully!
A fine Uranus aspect enthat they cannot get supple- TAURUS
courages your particular know- reclaimed or disposed of—after
mental financing outside the
Apr. 21 to May 211 d4€16'
1' how, sensitivity to situations they're sorted from the fiber
government
Venus, favorable, urges all and reasoning powers These And the fiber breaks down each
Cook prefaced his proposal your best instinct) and sym- tire winners always
but time it's used, so the life expectancy can't be prolonged
by saying that even though he pathies to help this day get off to especially now.
indefinitely. All this, and some
Ls a Republican, he does not al- a bright beginning, and remain PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
papers aren't disposed of for
ways agree with the policies of on course.
Some situations complicated. recycling—think of the boxes in
GEMINI
the Republican administration
Be sure you have all the facts the garage and attic, the files at
lie said an instance of such (May 22 to June 2H
A challenging day! Surely you before making decisions. the office, the books at the
disagreement arose when the
U.S. Department of Agriculture should enjoy this! If you wish to Whether day is for recreation or libraries.
As a matter of efficiency, the
terminated the Rural Environ- rest, do so, but try to get in you have strenuous tasks,
activity
which remain serene.
pulp and paper industry has
mental Assistance Program SOME
stimulates the mind. Continue
been improving its use of the
(REAP)and 2 per cent loans to
YOU BORN TODAY are a
rapport with associates.
individual tree. In 1970 for inco-ops last month.
CANCER
strong-minded and strongstance, more than one-fourth of
The Dec 22 cancellation of (June n to July 231 EIW4) willed individual
Your amREAP was followed by legislaIt may seem monotonous to bition knows no bounds and, the wood used to make pulp was
reclaimed from sawmills and
tion introduced by Cook Jarr. 16 you to have to re-check, review once you have set your
mind
to re-establish theyrogram by to offset small hazards and keep upon a goal, you let nothing plywood mills. In effect, thç
congressional mandate.
things running nicely. But stand in the way of its at- wood that once was unusable,
aspects suggest that you stay on tainment. You are especially the wood that was burned for
guard, alert.
adept at writing and music, but power or as waste, it snow
LEO
could also excel in painting, contributing to meet our needs
1July 24 to Aug. 231
rather than to air pollution.
sculpture, fashion design —
A combination of pluck, almost anything artistic. You
In Washington State alone,
strength of purpose and feeling may even turn a sideline into a the use of sawmill and plywood
of adventure should make this a going business, a hobby into a production residue prodlucers
good day.
second vocation. You are in- fiber equal to the annuaFgrowth
VIRGO
ventive, too, and could make a on three million acres of forest.
I Aug. 24 to Sept 231
— mark in the field of gadgetry.
New wood and old. Better
Favorable Mercury in- Traits to curb: Excessive utilization.
Both of these
LOUISVILLE. Ky. ( AP) --- fluences stimulate enterprise, volubility and exaggeration.
practices are products of
Prices held steady on -Ken- perception. You can gain
•
•
•
scientific management, the
tucky's nine selling burley to- through
thoughtful comYOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
kind
critics say won't work in
munications
bacco markets Thursday as
and the acquisition
roe 1973 F or • Derson•I 140 P•99
the woods.
forecast on health, weffita, awe and
farmers sold 1,459,301 pounds of more knowledge
rnarrioge. send SI 00 plus 25 cents in
And substitutes? Sure there
coin fOr postage end handling to
for an average of $79.56 per LIBRA
Horoscope &colt Depairtrnent. Boa 173,
r-1
are
substitutes. The earliest
hundredweight, compared with I Sept 24 to Oct. 23) ss.s.sw
Chats,.
Station, New Fora, N
Old
10011. Inentioning th is newspaper
writers probably used moist
A
hint
of
dynamics,
$79.36 the day before
Print yOur NAME. ADDRESS 90/19
clay for their tablets. Given a
ZIP. and DATE OF BIRTH I to be sure
Figures supplied by the Ken- restlessness in the air. Also
yov get the right forecast for your
good arm and a better back, you
,
zodiac sign)
tucky Department of Agricul- plenty of chance for you who
can chisel in stone or even write
ture showed the highest price wield a sober arm and judicious
IS IT BLEU?
with chalk on slate boards.
at Lexington. where buyers word.
Roquefort and Bleu cheese, Plastic papers are now being
claimed 400,272 pounds for an SCORPIO
rn
though often mistaken for
produced--from non-renewable
average of $80.58 per hundred (Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 "veal'
A better-than-average day each other, are two separate resources suth
as oil
pounds, while Louisville recordone which encourages your best
types, Roquefort being made Newspaper own see the age
ed the low price of $77.83 on
efforts. Stretch the imagination
from sheep's milk and Bleu
when electronic screens will
sales of 75,723 pounds.
pr-,,,i(s• ',so with all the news, in
cheese from cow's milk
C,arrollton, Morehead and without overplaying it. ConWinchester markets were idle centrate on new methods, ideas
°' irf 753-3314 t L-11
Thursday, while Kenutcky's SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 4°4(40.
other 18 markets have closed
Auspicious for just about
iNURRAY -4
" Open 6:30-Start 7:00
for the season.
anything that strengthens the
One-sucker dark tobacco avFri.-Sat.-Sun.
link between men of good will
F
"
g1
eraged $43.07 per
hundredweight in sales at RussellWE DARE YOU ToTAKE PART IN THE
ville Thursday. In other dark•
tobacco sales, western fire
cured brought an average of
$55.02 on sales totaling 464,207
pounds at Mayfield and Murray. At Hopkinsville, 407,198
For Lovers
Mrs. James Lawrence Pigg,
pounds of eastern fire cured
the former Phyllis Jan Clark,
of the
were sold for an average of
has been listed on the Dean's
Occult
$57.48 per hundredweight.
I,ist at Harding College, Searcy,
Ark., for the fall semester.
The former Murrayan is the
BUILDING SHOW
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
"USAQUIP '73," an exhibiKenneth Clark of Murray Route
tion of U.S. construction
Five. She is a 1972 graduate of
;
equipment, building products,
Imo "hew irrol I Ow"...
logging and forestry, sawmill, Murray High School. Her
and wood-processing equiphusband, a 1970 graduate of
And for Lovers
ment, will be he)d at the ShanMurray High School, is a junior
gri-La -Hotel in Singapore
at Harding College. He is the
of the
April 9-14, to give American
son of Mr. and --Mrs: Walter W.
Macabre
manufacturers an opportuPigg, Jr., of -Oak Harbor,
(-12r-ro
nity to sell to fast-growing
Washington, formerly of New
Southeast Asia markets
Concord.
iregJERFSENEEMENEB

)(
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Burley Prices
Hold Steady On
Thursday Sale

1244g
rIOJA

and management. Even withdrawing too large a proportion
of productive lands now
available could increase
demands on the remaining land
and overtax its ability to continue growing more wood than it
is required to yield.
One answer is to build homes
and apartments of plastics,
metals, cement, even materials
not yet developed. But
measured in terms of the
negative cost to our environment, products from these
non-renewable sources come
dear.
Dr. Barry Commoner, a
leading spokesman on the envirorunent, estimated that the
production of aluminum siding
costs approximately ten times
the pollution price Of /umbersiding. Ten times the cost to the
ecology in terms of energy
consumption and air pollution
And when the ore is taken from
the ground, even if the topsoil
or overburden) is replaced, no
new aluminum grows to replace
it.
Steel, petrochemical plastics.
cement and stone? In most
cases the story is similar. Only
wood,in our current knowledge,
can do the job-so efficiently, so
inexpensively, so attractively
and still renew itself.
The obvious solution is to
make sure there will be enough
vigorous, healthy trees to
supply
our
population's
demands. This goal can be
reached only by making more
and more of the available and
more productive." The land is
capable, but it needs the help of
forest managers, and the work
must be started soon. The
farmer plants his corn in the
spring and harvests in the fall.
The tree fanner, to provide a
bountiful harvest, must plant
today for the harvests of thirty
or forty or fifty years from now.

Crews Ready Airfield
For Peacekeeping Force
SAIGON I AP -. Work crews
ripped open sandbags and tore
down bunkers at Saigon's Tan
Son Nhut Airport today, turning
Air Force and Navy offices into
headquarters for the four-nation peacekeeping force that
will supervise the Vietnam
cease-fire
Less than a mile away, other
crews prepared two-story green
wooden barracks that once
housed Air Force men for use
by personnel of the International Commission of Control
and Supervision.
An Army MP stood guard
just inside the barbed wire
fence ringing the peacekeeping
team's new quarters between
the main Air Force PX and the
base's Mexican restaurant.
While he was telling a newsman the area was "restricted
and classified," an Army truck
with clean sheets drove inside.
The cease-fire agreement
goes into effect at 8 a.m. Sun-

day S) pin CST Saturday'
The tour countries in the truce
force — Canada, Poland, Hungary and Indonesia --- are to
send at least 70 men each in
less than 48 hours.
The remainder of the 290 men
from each country will arrive
between Feb. II and 26 They
will be stationed at various
points in South Vietnam to report cease-fire violations back
to the single-story headquarters
offices near the Red Cross
building at Tan Son Nhut.
Painters and garbage collectors also were at work sprucing
up the headquarters.
American helicopters that
once fired rockets and bullets
on Viet Cong and North Vietnamese troops were also being
transformer) into carriers for
the commission and the military commission of U.S., Viet
Cons and North and South Vietnamese members charged with
implementing the cease-fire.
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Have problems sent
to Dear Abby changed?

Hendon-Colson Vows Solemnized Recently

By Abigail Van

Buren

DEAR REIMERS: I am frequently asked, "Ilas your
mail changed much over the yeari. 544'4. you'“. become
Dear Abby?"
Yes . And one of the greatest chano.. is the increasing
number of letters I receive asking. "Shall I put ryt elderly
parent in a nursing home?"
Recently. I read an impressive editorial in a medical
bulletin concerning that problem. It was written by Dr.
Graham Gilmer, Jr . an Orange, Cal., physician. With his
permission land my minor editing.I I want to share it with
sou.
- •
From the diary of Awolnan we shall call Janet
` July 5, 1972
DEAR DIARY: Today, my 80-year-old father, Henry.
,earne to live with us. Not that it's such a big deal, it's only
that I should have known it wouldn't work out. When Mother died suddenly two years ago. Dad insisted-that he could
live atone in the home he and mother had built for their
retirement He seemed to be managing nicely until eme diy.
I found him sick in bed with the flu, alone with nothing to
eat
My husband agreed that we should build an apartment
for Dad over our garage, adjoining our house That way we
could look after Dad and he would have a little place of his

down. Maybe the "Poor Farm" was not the place
for him to have gone.
In your absence, my biggest problem is Jane
She jabbers constantly at two years old. a-sking the
same questions over and over. She still soils her
pants I am counting the days until you come home
to stay. I need you desperatey to help me care for
our "problem" child. — Devotedly, Henry
July 26. 1972
DEAR DIARY I have a confession to make. Shakespeare's "Cycle of Life" was right "From the cradle Au the
grave." How could I have missed the fact then the diaper
of the infant is a prelude to the diaper of senility
Until I found Dad's Letters to Mother, I regretted not
having put Dad in a nursing •bome Not that that's so bad,
but what he really' needs more than anything else is a
family's love ,and care. It's inconvenient, and extra work,
but now it's my turn to repay him at the end of his life for
what he did for me at the beginning of mine:
Someday, he may yet best fit into some nursing home,
and when and if' that day comes, I will consider his own
best interests. Until then, his letters to Mother will haunt
JANE
rnv innermost soul_

SA4Ak71rr

Sunday, January 28
Senior Recital of Ginna
Lawrence, piano, Benton, will
be held at three p.m, at the
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray..
State University.
Monday, Januar% 29
The Wrangler), Riding Club
will havea-skating patty at the
Beaton Skating Rink from,
seven to nine p.m.
The Area Homemakers •
Council meeting will be held at
the First United Methodist .
Church, Mayfield, at ten a.m. The Adult Great Books
Discussion will be held at the
Calloway Public Library at
seven p.m. with Mrs. Solon
Bucy as the leader of the book
"life Is A Dream "

Anytime helound
himself in a tight
spot, he left.

own
July IS. 1972
DEAR DIARY • I don't know how much of this I can
take' Dad comes over here at least 40 times a day asking
me what day it is. and when is Mother coming home'
Today he put his arm around me and called me "Mildred,"
—thinking I was my own mother
He babbles constantly and sometimes he makes no
sense at all He wets his pails and even messes in his bed
and his trousers. What a chore' Why didn't I put him in a
nursing hame' It would have made life so much easier for
us Meanwhile, my brothers and sisters keep telling me
what a "saint" I am. but they don't offer to take him off
my hands I have my own life to live and Dad is 90 Dear
God, help roe'

(Mem Woolley Photo)

July 24, 1972
DEAR DIARY. I am so ashamed. I can hardly write
this Today I unpacked a trunk Dad stored in my attic after
Mother died Among the things Mother had saved was a
„ packet of letters Dad had written to her over 50 years ago
-- when Mother left Daddy and me to return to her hometown
to help her own mothei care for her ailing father.
I will quote parts of Dad's letters to Mother:
January 19, 1920
My Darling Mildred,
You'll never knew how much I miss you. It
seems I've done nofting but change Jane's diapers
since you left She babbles constantly, but is corn
pletely unintelligible. Hope you'll be back soon —
Your Loving Henry

Hendon, bouquets were identical to that arrangements of candles, holly,
Carolyn
Miss
and red velvet bows completed
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. of the maid of honor.
Robert L. Hendon of Murray,
Miss Shawn Bucy cousin of the table decor
Places were laid for twentybecame the bride of Kennle Ray the groom, was the flower girt
Colson,son of Mr. and Mrs. S. C. and her dress and headpiece seven guests. Gifts from the
were
the bride and groom
to
•Colson, Jr., of Murray, in a were ------ Identical
December candlelight bridesmaids. She carried a presented to the attendants,
ceremony at the Memorial wicker basket filled with red
Prenuptial Events
January 26. 1920
Baptist Church
carnations, white puma and
was honored
bride-elect
The
My Darling Mildred.
Brother John Dale performed holly.
home of Mrs.
Jane is progressing some. but sometimes think
the double ring ceremony at
Ronnie CoLson, brother of the with a tea at the
she's retarded At IS months shouldn't she be toilet
seven-thirty o'clock in the groom,served as best man. The John Dale. Assisting Mrs. Dale
the event were
trained" sure hope vou'll be home soon By the
evening.
grpomsrnen were Steve Arant hostesses for
way, where do you keep the extra diapers'? Jane
The church altar was and Mark Johnson with Dennis Mrs.Bill Ed Hendon, Mrs. Paul
soils them faster than I can launder them. — Loy- .
decorated with a brass arch of Richerson and J. T. Page Blalock, Mrs.Wendell
Allbritten, Mrs. Otley White and
ingly, Henry
candles garlanded with winter serving as ushers.
greens and red carnations
For her daughter's wedding Mrs. Joe Bruce Wilson.
August 5, 1920
Garrison,
James
Mrs.
accented with a large red satin Mrs. Hendon chose a pink street
Mildred,
Precious
Beth
My
daughters.
her
by
assisted
jeweled
a
bow. Brass swirl candlelabr
length dress with a
It was so wonderful to have you home for those
were used on either side of stand up collar and pleated and Nancy, hosted a lovely
days Maybe if we had brought your father
few
couple.
the
Grecian urns filled with red chiffon sleeves. She had mat- dinner party for
here to live with us he would have lasted longer
guests attended.
carnations and bakers fern.
ching accessories and wore a Twenty-two
Even tho he was senile you seemed to calm him
A prelude of nuptial music corsage of phalaenopsts orA bridal shower was given in
was presented by Mrs. Thomas chids.
the fellowship hall of the
W.Ikins, organist. Miss Ricki
Mrs. Colson, mother of the Memorial Baptist Church. The
Hodges, Franklin, was the
• SATURDAY BUFFET
groom, wore a street length a- hostesses for the event were
Grapefruit Pine-apple Cocktail
soloist. Her selections were
line dress of blue knit with Mesdames Ervin Arant, Elmer
Rice
''The Wedding Song", "One
matching blue satin ruffle Sholar, Hubert Brandon,Claude Curried Chicken
Salad Bowl
Heart", accenting the neck and hemline. Miller, Guy Cunningham, Condiment Tray
One
Hand,
Beverage
Caramel Cake
-Sometimes", and "Father
She carried matching ac- Howard Bucy, and Odel Colson.
of
Hear The Prayer We Offer."
cessories and wore a corsage
GRAPEFRUIT PINEAPPLE
A delightful dessert party was
The guests were registered at
phalaenorLsis orchids.
COCKTAIL
given for the bride at the home
the church by Miss Beth
Also present fa the wedding of Mrs. Sherrill (largus. Other
Garrison.
were Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Colson, hostesses were Mesdames
Garnish, if you like, with half
Bride's Dress
Sr., grandparents of the groom Clifton
David slices of orange '•
Coctiran,
Hendon,
Rudy
The bride, given in marriage ,and Mrs.
Thompson, Toga:nye D. Taylor, 1 1/2 cups unsweetened grapeby her father, was attired in a grandmother of the bride. The J. P. Parker, Charles
fruit juice
of
corsages
wore
ers
length
grandmoth
floor
Victorian style
Smotherman, Leroy Eldridge, 1 cup unsweetened pineapple
.
carnations
gown of embossed Fleuretts on red miniature
juice
Wayne Williams, Vernon AnReception
imported silk Organza. The
1 bottle 112 ounces) ginger ale
derson, Bob Melugin, Harold
The bride's parents were Grogan, H. M. Scarborough and
simple lines of the gown were
chilled
Mix fruit juices and chill
highlighted by a high neckline hosts for the reception held in Hamp Brooks.
and Nil Camelot sleeves. .A the fellowship hall of the church . A kitchen gadget shower was Just before serving stir in gin
ger ale Serve in small juice or
narrow satin ribbon, that for- following the ceremony.
given by Miss Susan Nanny in
The bride's table was draped the home of her mother, Mrs. footed glasses Makes 4 cups med a Dior bow in front defined
enough for 9 servings
the semi-rise at the waist. The with a white peau de soie cloth John Nanny.
red
with
corners
the
with
at
caught
fashioned
dirndle skirt was
a deep flounce ruffle at the hem bows and swags of holly and
that flowed softly to the back holly berries. The center piece
was a cambridge arms
forming a full chapel train.
Her bouffant veil of imported arrangement of red carnations,
silk Illusion was attached to a baby's breath, holly and red
flattering Camelot style of tapers. The appointments were
All Seats 75'
Venise lace and insertions of of crystal.
The four tiered weddiny cake.
delicate pearls.
She carried a snow shower topped with a miniature bride
bouquet of white miniature and groom statuette, was
carnations, baby's breath, ming served from a round table
MGM
1,.
covered with a white peau de
fern, and white orchids.
"
Ft
red
with
The bride .wore a diamond sole cloth decorated
pendant, a gift from the groom. ribbon and swags of holly.
Those serving at the reception
For something old she wore her
maternal grandmother's gold were Miss Beth Garrison, Miss
Pat White Mrs. Howard Bucy,
wedding band.
Attending the bride as maid of Mrs. Ervin Arent, Mrs. Clifton
honor was Miss Glenda White. Cochran, Mrs. James Garrison.
Her formal gown was of green and Mrs. Harold Grogan.
After a short wedding trip the
satin fashioned with an empire
waist hemline ruffle and short bride and groom are now at
MN/
loose puff sleeves. The waist home at 1616 Farmer Avenue.
with
Murray.
and ruffle were trimmed
Rehearsal Dinner
4
2
white lace and red rosettes. She
Mr. and Mrs.S. C. Colson, Jr.,
carried a Christmas carol hand
bouquet of snow burst poms, red entertained the bridal party
carnations and holly, and her 'with a beffet supper at the
"
.
, head piece was designed to Holiday4ntl:'
was
table
U-shaped
The
match her bouquet.
Other bridesmaids were Mrs. covered, with a white cloth
•COLOR
floral
a
J. T. Page and Miss Mirriam centered' with
caniations
red
ent
of
bride.
the
•arrangem
Hendon, sisters of
Smaller
holly.
s. Their dresses headpieces, and and
.
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Ever) Family Should See This ;reat fltm
Coming January 31 through February 3 at the
CAPRI THEATER
Nightly at 6 and 8:15 p.m. PLUS 1:15 and 330 p.m. on Saturday
Tickets: Adana—Advance $1.25, At the Door $1.75
Children under 12—$1.00
Agenc'.i.
1This Ad Is Sponsored by the Murray Insure
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Murray Hunters Take Limits Of
Greenheads On Snowy Day
My ole buddie Pat Scott and I
took a trip duck hunting back
when the snow came a couple
weeks ago and I thought you
might like to hear about it even
though its a little late, it's
sometimes better late than
never.
-Do you think we can make it
hunting tomorrow'!" asked Pat
Scott. "I don't think we'll have
any trouble with chains on all
four wheels," I replied. At those
ords Pat and _I parted COMpuny, planning to meet the held
morning and head for our honey
spot for ducks on the flood plain
of the mighty Mississippi.
Next morning at 4 a.m. Pat
backed his truck in my
driveway and we hooked thy car
to my flat bottom jon boat and
took to the icy roads.
After about four hours of
slippery roads and loose chains

Pat Scott, local fireman, shows off two limits of greenheads taken on a rough, snowy day .

that kept flying off our tires, we
managed to put our boat in the
water. But - guess what happened then, the motor wouldn't
start.
After another hour and a half
we managed to thaw out our gas
line and promptly zipped to our
spot. Even though it was 10:30,
we still found hordes of ducks
using our spot.
•'We won't even have to build
'a blind.'.! told Pat. "Let's get in
these tall canes and throw out a
few decoys."
-PM—replied. -We
•
should get Some great shooting
with all these ducks around
here. They're everywhere you
look
After hiding the boat we
slipped in the cane and settled
for some fun. •'Lets only shoot
.
Autheada....:_says Pat. .
-ok, fine." 1 replied. So we

PACE E VE

carefully chose only greenheads
for the next hour and man did
we have fun doing it, but believe
me its hard to pass up those ole
suzys.
At eleven thirty, one hour
after we arrived we were
picking up our decoys with a
limit of all greenheads, a feat
that every duck hunter would
love to happen to him. We had
been lucky enough to have it
happen to us in only one hour
after we'd arrived.
We finally decided that even
after a full morning of troubles
of every kind we'd found it
worth the hard time we'd had
getting to our spot.
Knowing Pat Scott, the way
he loves to duck hunt, he'd go
through a lot more than that for
a limit of greenheads and you
know something, so would I.

Stories And Photos
by Jerry Allen
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Ever seen a real craftsman at
says
work? Probably not, unless the most authentic look,"
y uu've seen Joe Keeslar Keeslar, so along with a few
and
pounding out a masterpiece in handy homemade remedies
technological
his small, but orderly gunsmith a few bits of
know ledge Keeslar turns a hunk
shop just north of Murray_
of curley maple into a work of
200
trip
a
take
to
care
you
If
years back into history, then art
Keeslar is your ticket. Through
When asked how much he got
his custom built Kentucky from ins custom made guns, he
longrtfles many a man has said -Depending on the gun,
taken the trip in time to the days most would run from three to
when Daniel Boone roamed se% en hundred dollars, with the
"them bar hills."
detail deterniing the expense
It's for sure you may not get for the muzzle loader ento carve yer name on a tree as thusiast."
.killin a bar,' but you can enjoy
some of the thrills of ole Daniel
Soon Keeslar will start work
when you let the hammer fall on -pa-rt-tinie in his new shop just
one of Joe Keeslar's custom outside his home, north of
built muskets.
Murray. Built from hewen logs,
Using self-taught knowledge the building should be an atto painstakingly transform iron traction within itself, even if the
and curley maple into Kentucloy man within wasn't a great
longrifles, Keeslar definitely craftsman. This old log type
has and uses a rare and almost cabin, taken from early
American days would be
lost talent
Each one of Keeslar's custom made muskets is individually tested and test-fired to insure per'
When asked how he first enough to hold the attention of
old
these
in
fection and safety.
became interested
any passerby.
guns. Joe replied that in his
younger years he'd always
wanted a muzzle loading rifle.
but couldn't affore to buy one.
So he set to Work gathertnrhits
and pieces of tools and
FRANKFORT Almost all of and the high waters generally
knowledge to finally form an
Kentucky's hunting seasons will created problems for waterfowl
almost perfect weapon
end in January, the Department hunters in the western part of
The guns that Keeslar makes
of Fish and Wildlife Resources the state.
more
are
days
these
It appears that quail and
reminded hunters today. While
sophisticated than the first
rabbit hunters have, for the
the closing date for waterfowl
ones, but with each one his
roost part, fared a little better
hunting is January 20, quail and
crafstrnanship seems to glow a
Although the final tallies are not
rabbits may. be taken through
little more.
in. the quail and rabbit
January. 11
From a piece of steel buggy
Because of poor weather populations and the hunter to
spring Keeslar forges and
conditions, waterfowl hunting success ratio appear to be about
forms the most authentic
has been generally less suc- the same as last year, achunting and skinning knives
cessful than last year. Since cording to officials in the Game
since the days of coonskin hats
rains Management Division of Fish
autumn
excessive
and -bar skin" rugs.
prevented the harvesting of and Wildlife.
First, he formes the shape of many crops, ducks and geese
Game biologists estimate that
the knife by heating in his
found it unnecessary to move the deer harvest was also about
homemade forge then when the
around to search for food, thus the same as last year's, while
steel is just the right tempresenting hunters with fewer squirrel hunting was generally
perature he forms the knife with
targets.
better than during the previous
anvil and hammer, to the liking
The heavy rains also caused season.
of the man whose heart desires
the flooding of many pits and
The grouse season will
handmade knives especially
shop
gunsmith
blinds, particularly - in the remain open until February 28,
small
his
in
well as knives and tomahawks
carfted to his choosing..
County
Ballard
Wildlife and its close will mark the ofKeeslar states that almost all
Management Area and around ficial end of the 1972-73 hunting
hiS gun parts can be made right
Barkley and Kentucky ,Lakes, season.
in his shop but in order to speed
things up he buys some of the
more intricate springs and
other detailed small parts from
I. If you have no retrieving old gun dealers across the
dog and you're hunting a place country. However, he does
that's too deep for wading, take make quite a lot of the intricate
•New Stock Firearms
along a casting rod and a parts of his fabulous guns.
The stock is the most detailed
floating plug. You can cast out
•Reloading Equipment
to fallen_ ducks- hook and part of a muzzle loader and
•Fishing Equipment
Keeslar will be the first to agree
retrieve them.
_roow
:
ficcV.
2. Carry a, pair of good-sized to that. But this man likes
Perfection of detail is Keeslar's motto. Here he is shown
•Hunting Equipment
plastic food bags in your game perfection so he takes the job on
working on(me of the many fine points of a muzzle loader
pocket. They can be slipped himself and turns out detail that
• Archery Equipment
over your boots to keep your anyont- would he proud to hold.
Keeslar says that more than
feet dry if you hve to cross a
stream. They can be sat on to 100 hours goes into each muzzle
keep your bottom dry. They can loader he turns out witirover 100
Chestnut Street Phone 753-2571
be used to keep' sandwiches or hours going - into - the detailedother foods dry fresh and clean. stock work and finisl,.r:,

TOUGH ON THE P.
Sedalia shot. Hudspe,
caroms. The Tigers ha

Seasons To End

Keeslar forges many of his gun parts. as
north of Murray

Al's Tips

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN

Wildfire in the south.
There's no future in it.

Check Big K For.

Guns
_Remington -Browning
Winchester
Shells
Remington -Federal
Winchester

Hunting & Fishing
Licenses
Archery
Camping * Fishing *
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment

Aumonsno DEALER0CHRYSLER
MOTORS COP PURA TION

TAYLOR
MOTORS
Alb•POPLAR

"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TI ANSPORTATION CENTER"

re01'41 713-1372

HUTSON

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Cali Any Time

, 7531933

Fertilizer

* Goo

Any 6 St

GAR?
This Special
Skir

WARD - ELKINS

CHEMICAL
CO. INC.

"PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"

TWO FOR GLEN
of his 22 points on th
from the floor In th
games of the season
at Sedalia

.
1111011!
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I
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Our New Gun Department
Is Now'Open!

T•ur Prescription Carefully & Aelleurstely Filled

located W Railroad Avenue

• All Makes of Guns

twit.

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING! •
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Tigers Blast Sedalia 9175 To
Take Winning Record For Year

UCLA Going For Consecutive
Wins Record In Match Today
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
As top-ranked UCLA went
after the record for consecutive
college basketball victories today, other teams in The Associated Press rankings were battling for glory and prestige of a
different sort.
The Atlantic Coast Conference, which lists the second,
third and fourth-ranked teams
among its members, had a
showdown at College Park, Md.
between No. 3 North Carolina
and No. 4 Maryland in an afternoon game. No. 2 North. Carolina Sta$e had-a fligli4 414it. with
Furman oflhe Southern Confer.
ence.
The UCLA-Notre Dame clash
as well as the North CarolinaMaryland duel were on national
television. And there were numerous regionally televised
conference battles also on tap.
Maryland, which lost its only
game this season when a stall
backfired, may use that same
strategy again against the
third-ranked Tar Heels.
"I still think the stall is a
good tactic," said Terps' Coach
Lefty Driesell, "and I'll use it
again whenever the situation

dictates. I have faith in our
freeze."
'When Maryland dropped an
87-85 decision to North Carolina
State on Jan. 144 Driesell was
criticized for attedipting to stall
with a two-point lead in the
closing minutes.
The strategy could have
worked, but Toni McMillenthe team's best foul shootermissed two one-and-one free
throw attempts and the Terps
were overhauled in the final
seconds.
Maryland took a 13-1 record
into the contest which began at
II a.m. csT. North Carolina is
15-2 after being upset Thursday
by Virginia.
Seventh-ranked Missouri was
at Nebraska for an afternoon
Big Eight Conference tilt on regional television.
Missouri, after losing its first
two conference contests, will be
seeking to even its record
against the Cornhuskers.
-We hope we're coming back
to where we were earlier,"
says Coach Norm Stewart of
the Tigers, who won their first
12 games. "Nebraska is certainly very- competitive They

commanding 45-11 lead.
By MIKE BRANDON
Sedalia mustered a little life
Ledger & Times Sportswirter
in the period but the Tigers
Taking advantage of superior late
a 55-19 lead at incarried
excellent
and
ng
reboundi
.
termission
teamwork, the Murray High
Jackson, who hit 8-10 shots
Tigers romped to a 93-75 win
the floor in the first half,
last night at Sedalia. The vic- from
the Tiger scoring with 18
paced
for
7-6
tory lifts the Tigers to a
in 12
the year and with the win. points. Landoll tossed
and Dan
Lane
while
Ray
record
winning
a
Murray has
Hudspeth added eight apiece.
for the _first time this season.
rebounding
--lu
More important than the
the
Tigers had a
t,
departmen
game
the
winning record,
and
as
Hudspeth
33-10
lead
gives the Tigers a big
Landolt had 12 and 10 caroms
psychological boost for
respectively,
tonight's home encounter
In the third period, Sedalia
with the Calloway. County
played much better ball as they
Lakers.
27-17 to cut
The Tigers, who have been outscored Murray
the end of
at
the
points
to
26
gap
improving with every game,
72-46.
could be in a position to pull off the stanza,
A combination of Tiger
the upset of the season in the
and reserves were
starters
Region. And if the Tigers crash
the final
the boards like they did last outscored 29-21 in
to within
pulled
Sedalia
period.
chance
good
night, there is a
in the
left
4:47
with
78-63
15,
that the Calloway County 84-69
but six consecutive Tiger
win of seven weeks ago could be game,
points ended any hopes that the
reversed.
had of trinuning the
It was undoubtedly the Lions
Tigers' best night on the boards. Bengal lead.
Hudspeth pulled off 15
Murray had an overwhelming
Landolt
while
rebounds
70-27 advantage in rebounds.
14 and Joe Resig nine.
Sedalia was about the same size grabbed
Jackson had
as Murray but the Tigers used Phil Miller and
apiece.
caroms
seven
great position and brute
Jackson paced the scoring
strength to control both the
22 points while Landon
with
boards.
offensive and defensive
closely with 19.
followed
Murray roared to a 12-0 lead
in 12 points By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS bombed Buffalo 118-82 and Milat the outset of the game as the Hudspeth fired
double figures
hit
Lane
while
It was close but not close waukee defeated Detroit 117for
much
too
was
speed
Tigers'
just
Resig
10
potnts.
his
with
It was a night like an>. 105.
enough.
the outclassed Lions. Sedalia
digits as he other night. It was PhilaIn American Basketball Assodid not get on the board until 6-3 missed double
52nd ciation action, New York
for nine
its
in
connected
loss
48th
delphia's
with
layup
a
hit
Richard Leech
In the preliminary game,
game of the season---and it was downed Dallas 112-95, Utah
3:56 remaining in the opening
Murray raised its seasun -Kevin lAtughery's first setback topped Virginia 127-121, Caroperiod.
record to 9-2 by taking an
as head coach of what is likely lina beat Indiana 114-108 and
Outstanding shooting by
Barnett
Brad
win.
57-32
easy
the worst team in the history of Memphis turned back Denver
Glenn Jackson, who had his
paced the attack with 14
the National Basketball Associ- 114-107.
best all round game of the
The Lakers, widening their
Shelly added
Johnny
while
ation.
t
a
significan
played
year,
debut, Pacific Division lead over Goldsuccessful
a
wasn't
12.
"It
role in the first quarter
but how can you complain en State to 5'1 games, got 22
blitzkrieg.
an effort like that." points from Jerry West--but it
about
10
points
for
hit
on
who
Jackson,
A capacity crowd will be
said after the 76ers was what they didn't get from
Loughery
in the period, was all over the hand for tonight's match up
to the Cleveland_ Buck Batty that made a big dif195400
bewed
floor on defense and hataiwaral lielWeeri -the- Tigers and the
ference. They held the WarCavaliers Friday night.
game
fine assists.
(Akers. The preluninary
to have nors' star to just 13 points,
seem
who
Slicers,
The
missed
a
of
rebound
the
George Landoll, once again will begin at 6:45 with the
TOUGH ON THE BOARDS! Dan Hudspeth f50, goes high hi the air for
made a habit of losing games about 10 below his average.
i421 purled off 14
using his football sterngth varsity tilt starting at apedalia shot. Hudspeth grabbed 15 rebounds while teammate George Landolt
The Celtics, reeling off their
by maybe 20 points or so, were
nt
off
pulled
departme
the
rebound
boards,
in
the
lead
under
aroma The Tigers had an overwhelming 70-27
proximately 8 15 p.m.
i`eally in this one before Lenny 10th straight victory to open a
!Staff Photos by Nlike Brandon) seven rebounds in the first Murray
28 27 17 21 93 Wilkens took matters mto his 2's-game Atlantic Division edge
frame and scored eight points. Sedalia
6 13 27 29-75 own
Over idle Neu York, ran up a
hands.
The Tigers kept on running
1931 -Willis 6,
Murray
With Philadelphia trailing 56-27 lead in the second period,
the
by
and building the lead and
Landolt 19, Hudspeth 12, Lane just 82-78 in the final quarter, then counted on balanced scorend of the first quarter, Murray
10, Jackson 22, Resig 9, Scott 4, Wilkens, who finished with a ing to carry them the rest of
was laughing its way to a 23-6
Wilder 4, D. McCuiston 1, Shelly game-high 28 points, reeled off the way.
.
bulge
and Barnett.
The Trail Blazers, Who have
points, giving
straight
six
Murray outscored the Lions
Sedalia 1 751-Pitman 15, Cleveland the cushion it needed never beaten Phoenix in their
17-5 in the first five minutes of
Leech 3, Moore 12, Foy 8, to withstarxi a last-minute rush three years in tne NBA. trailed
the second frame and with 3 06
McAlpin 0,- Dubbn 12, Cavitt 2, by the 7I5ers.
the Sufis by just one point in
FOOTBALL-7— . left in the half, the Tigers held a
Then
10 and Forester 4.
Canter
NBA
the fourth quarter
other
night's
Friday
In
The
FOXBORO, Mass.
a 33to
route
en
Scott.
whipped
Charlie
Angeles
Los
games,
New England Patriots of the
Golden State 100-84, Boston point game, led a fast break
National Football I,eague
ripped Houston 139-126, Phoenix that enabled Phoenix to outsigned Oklahoma's Chuck Fairedged Portland 120-116, Chicago score Portland 12-4 in a fourbanks to a $I million-plus, five
beat Baltimore 110-100, Atlanta minute span
and
coach
as
contract
-year

don't have the big man inside
to get that solid 20 points but
they're very capable."
Ninth-ranked Alabama, nursing a one-game lead over Tennessee in the Southeastern Conference basketball race, tangled with the Vols in a crucial
conference test today that will
be televised regionally.
In other afternoon games involving ranked teams, No. 5
Long Beach State met Northern Illinois in the feature game of a .
triple header at New York's
Madison Square Garden; Ofici
State wait Nu. 20 Purdue and .
No. 6 Indiana invaded Michigan
in a pair of Big Ten Conference
games; and No. 13 Jacksonville
was at No. 14 Providence.
In other night games with
ranked teams, 10th-ranked Marquette plays Chicago Loyola in
the top game of a Chicago Stadium doubleheader and 'Michigan State was at No. 8 Minnesota.
Friday was a light night, with
No. 19 New Mexico the only
member of the Top Twenty in
action. The Lobos beat Wyoming 70-56

Philadelphia Drops 48th, But
Only By Five Points, 105-100

Sports
In Brief
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Jackson scores two
TWO FOR GLENN!Junior speedster Glenn
who hit 8-10 shots
Jackson,
drive.
break
of his 22 points on this fast
of his best all rounds
from the floor in the first half, played one
to a 93-75 win last night
games of the season as the Tigers romped
at Sedalia.

general manager.
The
GREEN Bay, Wis.
Green Bay Packers of the National Football League swapped
reserve Veron Vernoy, and a
middle choice in the Jan. 30
draft, to Oakland for eight-year
veteran Carleton Oats.
DETROIT -- The Detroit
Ltons of The National Football
League named Don McCafferty,
who coached the Baltimore
Colts to the Super Bowl championship two years ago, as their
new head coach.
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - University of Michigan head coach
Bo Schembechler has signed a
new five-year contract with the
Woverines.
TRACK & FIELD
NEW YORK -- Steve Smith,
Long Beach State, Calif.,
smashed the world indoor pole
vault,record with a leap of 18
feet one-quarter inch at the Wanamaker Millrose Games.

ONE HOUR SERVICE

SPECIALS! DRY CLEANING OFFER
Wed., Jan. 29, 30 8
* Good Monday, Tuesday 8

31

0 I Any 8 Short

Many Surprises
In Pro Football

mer Detroit offensive line
By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer coach Chuck Knox as his sucEverybody figured Don cessor. Knox and the rest of the
McCafferty w'buld wind up as Lions' assistant coaches had
head coach of the Los Angeles been fired after Head Coach
Rams this year. So look who's Joe Schmidt quit on Jan. 12.
That .left McCafferty still
the No. I Lion in Detroit.
Everybody figured Chuck without a job--until Friday,
Fairbanks was nicely snuggled when he got Schmidt's. He
in as head coach of college signed a three-year contract for
football's Oklahoma Sooners So an undisclosed sum.
Lions' owner William Clay
look who's in New England as
Ford said the 51-year-old
a million-dollar Patriot.
And look who's in Florida. McCafferty "was my first
It's Baltimore General Man- choice" of about a -dozen candiager Joe Thomas-reportedly dates. He wouldn't name the
trying to lure Miami assistant others who might have gotten
coach Howard Schnellenberger the job which brought Schmidt
away from the Dolphins to take a reported 870,000 last year.
If the reports are true, Fairover the reins of the Colts.
And look whose trying to get banks will be getting about
out of Los Angeles. It's quarter- 8200,000 for each of his five
back Roman Gabriel, who says years in the contract he signed
he wants to be traded to the Friday with New EhgralOrASVFWashington Redskins, now that haps five times what he was
the RAMS have acquired John making at Oklahoma.
The contract, Fairbanks said,
Hadl from the San Diego
is "long enough that if I can't
Chargers.
A year ago, the Rams and get the job done, then someColts in effect swapped own- thing's wrong." The job? "The
ers-Carroll Rosenbloom taking goal, of course, is to win the
over in Los Angeles and Robert Super Bowl," he explained.
rrl
"I realize there are many
Irsay doing the same in Baltix
National
things
about professional footthe
in
And
early
more.
a
= Football League season. ball I have to learn," he ac" McCafferty, the Colts' head knowledged, "but I do know
v,
about winning."
en coach, considered one of Rose- something
Nci ribloom's favorites when he'd Then, getting more specific
oc
about his plans for the Pats, he
been in Baltimore, was fired.
Then, when the Rams added: "Defense keeps you
slumped under the coaching of. from losing ... so I think we'll
Tommy Prothro, the guess was have to take a-long look at de.,
that Prothro would soon be out fentc
of a job and McCafferty would
.
BOWLING
'
be in it. The guess was half
DENVER - Gus Lampo, Kn'
right.
.dicott, N.Y., moved from third
Prothro was fired earlier -in Place into the lead in the $50,1117 Miver Open Bowling Tourthe 'week -but -at the71121”1
time,i Rosenbloom picked fcr.- nament.
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Slacks - Blouses
Skirts - Sweaters - Trousers -

S HERE *
* WE HAVE SHIRT LAUNDRY SERVICE

4111

Down Town

MURRAY
ONE-HOUR
CLEANERS

ONE HOUR SERVICE

GENERAL
BLOOMINGTON, - Ind. Paul J -Pooch" Harrell. former Indiana University baseball coach and athletic director,
died at the age of 65 after a
lengthy illness.

JOHNSONS
Open 7 a.m.-8 p.m. Monday thru Saturday
Open 12 Noon Sundays

Prices Good Monday„ Tuesday & Wednesday Only
— Limit Rights Reserved —
Kraft

Mayonnaise„49
Red it White

Twin Bag

Potato Chips 35
6-Bottle Carton

PEPSI

$291 GARmENTss3982
TS
MEN
GAR
r"
x
Any 6 Short

%on seven
straight games and. %Oh a
couple of quick baskets midway
in the fourth period, were within a bucket of tying Chicago.
But they were unable to cope
with the driving lay ups of
Norm Van Lier and Bobby
Weiss, who poured in 19 pointS
in that decisive quarter for the
Bulls.
Lou Hudson had 22 of his
game-high 31 points in the second half for Atlanta -but by
that time the outcome of the
game against Buffalo W aS hardly in doubt. The 36-point margin of defeat matched the
Braves worst setback of the
season.Detroit took a brief 23-20
lead, then Milwaukee blew the
Pistons off the court with a 15-2
spurt that assured the Buck-s of
their ninth victory in 10 games
Kareern Abdul-Jabbar paced
the Bucks with 35 points

__Plus Deposit.
Or Bottles

Colonial Dinner Time

ROLLS

39; 3-;..$ I °°* GODCHAUX *

SUGAR

5

11.50 Of more additional ithichase, excluding

49;

tixbacco and. dairy

1
4"
,-• Stei- /
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Census Figures Help In Distributing VA Benefits
In Neyada and Alaska, every.
other man you meet is a veteran
of military service, but in North
Dakota and
Mississippi,
chances are that you would find
only three veterans out of every
ten males over age 16

More docile
Puzzle
Tell
Worships
Fiber plant
Revealed
Symbol
for iron
Possessive

LI
12
14
15
17
18

19 Wise persons
20 Enemy
21 Compass

point

Evaluates
Nobleman
Costly furs
Damages
Employed
Care for
Showy
flower
31 Dairy
products
34 Frosts
35 Servants
36 Symbol for
xenon
37 Parent
tcoilorz )
38 I.Laments
39 French for
'summer'
40Printer's
measure
41 Profds
42 Wire nail
43 Wen
45 Prick,,
47 Shout
48 Bread

22
23
24
26
27
28
29

4 ,
con:unction
5 Refunded
6 Peels
7 Poems
8.'101
9 Teutonic deity
10 Amend
11 Rive, in
GerrnanY
13 Soes
-ifr Martores
19 More
rational
:TO Walks across
stream
22 Ascends
23 Paths
25 Quieted
26 Pays
attention to
28 Parched
29 Assistants
2

These are among a myriad of
Bureau of Census statistics the
Veterans Administration uses
in planning its Federal benefiti
programs for veterans which
this year are budgeted to reach
almost $13 billion.
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The most recent UCOSUS
report discloses that 43.1 per
cent of all males in the United
States over 16 years of age are
veterans. With their families
and the dependent survivors of
deceased veterans, they make
up almost half the population of
the United States.
Most of the veterans' live in
the West ( 46.4 per cent i and
Northeast 144.3 per cent),
dropping off in the North
Central Region 42.4 per cent I
and in the South 40.8 per cent)
These figures, plus a variety of
other factors are considered in
planning the location and size of
VA medical facilities and
veterans service programs.
'Veterans in Nevada and
Alaska represent more than
half of all males 16 and over,
with 52.4 and 51.6 per cent,
respectively. But in North
Dakota
Mississippi
and
veterans represent only 34.3 and
34.9 per, cent, respectively.
In the District of Columbia,
veterans average 41.2 per cent
of the male population, while in
adjacent Maryland the percentage goes up to 46.8 and in
Virginia at levels off at 42.9 per
cent,
Although 44.8 per cent of
urban males 16 and over are
veterans, only 40.2 per cent
from rural non-farm residences
and 31.5 per cent from rural
farm residences are veterans.
Further subdivision of the
urban male population discloses
that 42.7 per cent of males living
in central cities are veterans,
and 49 per cent of those in urban
fringe areas

As the war winds down in
Vietnam, so does the growth
rate of the veteran population.
Several months ago monthly
discharges from the armed
forces averaged 80,000. Last
Look in the section in which
September only 58,000 were your birthday comes and find
discharged and in October the what your outlook is, according
figure dropped to 45,000.
to the stars.
Vietnam
Era
veteran ARIES
population has just passed the
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
six million mark, and this is
Where there are fairly
more than 20 per cent of the equally divided opinions, be
total veteran population-T.28.9 careful not to force or press for
million. The six million, with an hasty answemeon either side.
average age of 27.6, includes Try to media e,
everyone who served in the TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 211
military since August 1964. The
Influences stimulate your
balance of the veteran
artistic
and
intellectual
population is made upf of 4.6
leanings. Capitalize on the
million veterans of the Korean smart ideas and comprehensive
Conflict whose average age is
follow-ups for whtch the
40.9; 14.1 million World War II
Taurean is renowned.
veterans with an average age of
nl to June 21)
G
EM1N
I ma)
52.6; 1.2 million World War 1
veterans with an average age of
Especially favored now:
77.5 and 3,000 Spanish- Literary work; scientific and
American War veterans with an technological
advancement;
average age of 92.8.
elders,
children,
aiding
domestic interests.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
Pep up the "difficult" areas;
aim for surer efficiency; study
others' methods to note where
they could apply to your
America's first career womsituation.
en, introduced Valentine
LEO
cards to the United States in
4-4k
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
1840. making her own after reestimates,
Calculations,
ceiving one from England.
reports need very careful atand selling them in her
tention. Take nothing for
father's Worcester, Mass.,
granted. In all matters, the
stationery shop
straight route will be better
She soon was employing a
than the circuitous.
large staff in the manufacture
of Valentines She died at the
age of 78, a spinster

5. OOMICIMX)4WENSIF\
iOtT PRACTICE FOR
TNENTW YEA& AND
NEN END X NOT
RING RiCH Ate
FAMOUS ?

W I pstsper htikvE
AMY 040PE TO REmEmBER
"mu+AM Et.Ects4Aff4T DOES,
1 wOLJA_D•4 T FORGET
EiTr4Ea.

DiAGvv000,
WANTrvOU'TO
l'omS
•AA

seEotv imooerrsior
voLict
Lerrea
WAY eicsoaE

'IR
.A ugG.4924 to Sept. 231
Old-fashioned common sense
will be needed in making good
decisions. And self-reliance,
pills a certain amount of
flexibility will boost your stock
greatly.
LIBRA
i Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Start day with enthusiasm,
even in
and keep it going
trying moments. - Getting
cooperation from those with
whom you are involved will be
your biggest problem now.
SCORPIO
-Wet. 34 to Nov. 221
Fine influences! You can
entnien dull moments but keep
within sane boundaries. Seek

n1/*

January 23, 1973
ADULTS 110
NURSERY
NO NEWBORN ADMVISIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary Kathryn Wyatt,
ilihnes-fiewey Rstzmpkins, 1304
Olive Blvd., Murray, Jerry
Gene Smith, 501 South 6th
Street. Murray, Rural Route
Jones,312S. 9th Street, Murray,
Mrs. Fay Wall Turner 312 N. 8th
Street, Murray, Mrs. Eleanor
Duiguid. 803 Sharpe, Murray,
Elivis Franklin Lamb, Route 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Juanita Louise
Morris, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
Cheryle Dailey and Baby Boy,
1614 Sycamore, Murray, Mrs.
Lillie Grogan Wrather, 1318
Olive Street, Murray, Mrs
Mary An4s Deline, 1508 Kirkwood. Murray, Luther T.
Easley, Route 7, Box 155,
Mayfield, Mrs. Minnie Elkins
McCuiston, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, Mrs. Novie
Paschall. Route 7; Murray.
Mrs. Eva Curd, Route 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Ronda Fitts, 743 Murray
Court, Murray.

, THE'PHANTOM
Nor YOU HELPED US 6E1 OUT
•

Of JAil AND START THIS EILISINUSS NON CAN WE
THANK YOU
SY atisioziG HARD- HONEvLY. RE MENDER-sou'RE ON P9O8XDON.

TRAILERS; ALSO furnished
information; convert to better apartment in Murray. Phone 7539957.
February
systems.
SAGITTARIUS
TWO BEDROOM trailer, car( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Favorable influences will peted. Water furnished. Phone
J27C
stimulate those of you who 753-4770 or 436-5812.
maintain even balance and
tranquility. Start and stay with EXCELLENT BUILDING for
the will and disposition to enjoy body or cleanup shop. Equipped
all things.
with five HP air compressor,
CAPRICORN
natural gas, 4 electric doors.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 28)
Phone 753-3018.
J27C
Judiciously applied skills will
be a boon to yourself and TRAILER FOR Rent, also have
others; unwisely used talents or trailers for sale. See' Mrs
backing could undo much good Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
done. Face facts squarely.
Court, Murray Drive In
.Theatre
AQUARIUS
Entrance.
J27C
Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Fine Uranus influences! You
DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
should have a happy go of things
bedrooms, central heat and air, GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
generally. Especially favored:
Installation or rework. No job too
writers, workers in all in- ceramic tile bath, washer and
dryer hook up, built in stove. big or too small. Call Jim for
tellectual and creative lines.
5125.00 per month plus utilities. estimate, 436-2159.
February
PISCES
Phone 753-7850.
TEC 19NC
1Feb. 20 to Mar 201
Look over all situations
penetratingly. Then, coupling THREE BEDROOM 10'
wide BULLDOZER WORK, trucking.
your native intelligence and
trailer, electric heat, air con- also bank grrvel, fill dirt and
remarkable intuition, ACT - if
ditioned, carpeted. Phone 753- topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
you feel the time is ripe.
TFC
9867.
J30C or 354-8161 after 500 p.m.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind, lofty
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
ambitions and a truly scin- NICELY FURNISHED one Plunibing-electrical-roofing and
tillating sense of humor. You bedroom apartment, private carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
have the "gift of gab" and can entrance and parking Near 753-7625 nights.
TEC
sell yourself and your wares to university. Can be seen at 1405
anyone
even total strangers. Poplar.
J29C JERRY'S REFINISHING &
You loathe anything that seems
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
-dull" - whether people or
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
tasks -- but you MUST learn to FURNISHED APARTMENT, Jerry McCoy, owner.
(502) 492adapt yourself. There are times
electric heat, $40.00 per month. 8837.
TF('
when one has to deal with those
Phone 436-2323 after 5. 00
of slower comprehension, must
p.m
J29C FOR ALL you additionscarry on with tedious chores.
remodeling, residential or
Fighting them only makes them
commercial. New or old. Free
more difficult. Your talents are TWO BEDROOM furnished
estimates. Call 753-6123.
many, but you could especially house on Hwy 54 east. Phone 753TFC
shine as an artist, journalist, 7671
J30C
musician,
designer
or
decorator. Birthdate of: Wm. TRAILERS
FOR rent 1, mile east KELLtS TERMITE and Pest
McKinley, 25th Pres., U.S.A.;
of Murray. Phone 753-9957. J30C Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
Thomas Paine; early Amer
13th Street 'Every day you
writer.
delay lets bugs have their
• • •
vOuR PERSONAL NOROSCOPE
way."
TFC
f DR 197) For • Personsi IR) pow
7cook•si Or, n001114 wealth, tove rind
AUCTION SALE,. Saturday,
marnava, land it 00 OKA iS cents ,n
clan to, paItage and handl iwg 10
January 27, 1:00 p.m., Hazel FRESS ESTIMATE on septic
.10tOIKOPE 800.
1 C>Oplir1rnant SO, 173,
COO C6olirs Median. Now York. fr. Y.
Auction House, Hazel, Kentucky. tank installation. Phone 753WWI
Tenho/N.0 n0a nown.paper
Another big sale at Hazel 7850
Print your NAME ADDRESS %rim
TFC
2IP. and DATE OF Ma
t To be Iwo
Auction House. Come out and be
vou ye the right forecast for your
20C1,ar
with us. This is just a partial
listing of items to be sold. Tools.
treadle sewing machines, metal
file cabinet, electric sewing 1970 TORINO GT, 38,000 miles.
machine, electric floor polisher, need to sell. Green with darker
January 24, 1973
skill saw. A real good automatic green vinyl rod. Call 753ADULTS..107
J27C
washer, Early American couch 0310.
NURSERY ..4
and chair, maple end tables.
. NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Lamps, lanni movie projector, GOOD 1960 Chevrolet 2 ton, winch
DLSMISSALS
movie screen, antique dresser and wrecker truck with 20 ton
Finis Beale Outland, 1011
and bed, large assortment of winch. Has 1968-327 engine.
Sharpe, Murray. Mrs. Azzie
glassware The Auction- House $750.00. 1969 Chevrolet four door
Lewis, Route 4, Murray. Miss
will -be open on Tuesday and sedan. V8 automatic with power
Maretta Mattingly, 9607 Sue
Thursday nights to accept your steering, $795.00. 1968 Oldsmobile
Ellen, Jeffersontown, Mrs
consignment items For all your two door hardtop, power steering
Lorene Myrtle Geurin Route 6.
auction needs contact Wilson and and brakes, $850.00. 1970 Dodge
Murray, O.T. Paschall, 410
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight shift
Thompson Auction Service
Sycamore, Murra-y, James
Wayne Wilson, auctioneer. drive, still 25,000 more factory
William Hiett, 1917 S. 25th Charles, Thompson, Apprentice warranty miles with a built on
Paducah, Miss Jane Ann Suffill, Auctioneer.
J27C topper, 81995.00. 1969 Dodge GTX
1634 W. Olive, Murray, Mrs.
coupe, automatic, real sharp.
Autumn Lynn 'Higgins, Route 5,
$1000.00. 1959 Ford pickup, V8
Barnhart
Benton, Mrs. Shari Jo
straight drive, with cattle rack.
and Baby Boy, Box 16, Hardin,
$275.00. Can be seen at Starks
Mrs. Marie Wilma Wyatt and
Mobile Homes or phone 753Before starting your engine, 6734.
Baby Boy, Route 7, Murray.
J31C
be
sure
your
headlights ( and
Mrs. B. Wall Melugin, 719
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Sadie other lights as well 1, radio, 1967 COUGAR, by owner.
V8,
Eunice Glisson, Route 1, heater fan and air condition- automatic, two new tires.
Good
ing
are
turned
off
Benton, Roy Lee Stewart, 1404
condition, $750.00. See at 1608
Hughes, Murray, Mrs. 011F • The electrical current
West Main, Apartment 2 or phone
Lassiter Nix, 1106 S. 16th, drawn by these accessories, 753-7527.
J29C
added
to
the
heavy
current
Murray, Washington Keys
drain of the starter, greatly
Futrell, 1011 Olive, Murray,
reduces the power left in your
1964 VOI.KSWAGEN, good
Mrs. Mary Mildred Edwards.
battery for the hot spark
shape, runs good, $350.00. 1946
Crestview Nursing Home, needed to
turn the engine
Willy, antique, runs good, looks
Paris, Tenn.
iiver

roaringly-f
tale of a cros
lion who is
almost
human...

The

•

In Order T
•

TOLD YOU TO TIE
1NG Otst- YOUR
FINGER SO YOU
WOUL DN'T
FORGET
THEM

HE'S 99-INUT
HE ONL'i HAS
TO COME
01/TA
RETIREMENT
FO'A FEW
MINOTES-

*MOT ATDOCHIN!SIGHT.
TH'OLE ODOT HISSELF,
SURROUNDED EN
,
/
SOOVENEERS 0'1.415
HORN 00ESS ON
FAMOUS PEOPLE!!

WASHINGTONMore
Americans should recognize
and appreciate the basic social and economic values of a
strong U.S. patent system.
That is the credo of a new
organization, Intellectual
Property Owners Inc , formed
to "clear up uncertainties"
about the rights of patent
owners as a result of actions
by Congress. the Justice Department antitruit division
and court decisions.
IPO derives its name from
the phrase "intellectual property," which covers patents,
trademarks, copyrights and
other proprietary interests.
William E. Schuyler Jr.,
IPO chairman and former
U.S. commissioner of patents,
described the importance of the new group's mission
"'The patent system was designed to spur inventivegenius and to provide a meaningful incentive for the investment of risk capital in re-

sure and claims of the patent;
B ) the performance of which
is reasonable under the circurnstarxes to secure to the
potent owner the full benefit
of his invention and patent
grant."
These
recommendations
became part of the legislation
for revision of the patent laws
which was introduced in the
92nd Congress However, action was not completed before
Congress adjourned last fall
In addition to the formation
of IPO, other efforts are being
made to increase awareness
of the patent system.
Programs are planned
throughout the country for
National Inventors' Day, Feb.
11.
Also scheduled for this year
will be a U S. Patent Office
exhibit calling attention to the
social and economic contributions floagagixoui the patent

(Effe

Le
CLAS

•

The-exhibit will be held July
30 to Aug. 24 in the patent office's Crystal Plaza (Ateliersdria, Va.) office lobby.

1964 CHEVROLET Biscayne,
locally owned. Phone 7531623.

To i
receptio

Ulrike
between
to 11:0
days. We

Murr
If Y
Miss

Your

Plebs° P
Your

Paper Ca
Firs
If No R
Pho

753-1
Before 5:0
The
After 5:30 p.
Until 6:

1961 VOLKSWAGEN.Good
transportation. $275.00. Phone
753-8760,
1970 FORD 6 cylinder 200
Econoline van, Excellent condition Low mileage. New tires
and shocks. Clean. Phone 7537769.
J29C.

CLAS
12:0

•

Accessories can be
a drag on battery

search and development.
Such capital must finance the
failure as well as the development, production and marketing of successful inventions."
When uncertainties began
to arise over the rights of
patent owners, President
Lyndon B. Johnson in 1965 ordered a commission to study
the patent system. Tbe following year the commission recommended that the licensable
nature of the rights granted
bye patent should be clarified
by specifically stating in the
patent statute that
'1 Patent applications,
patents, or any interest thereon may be licensed in whole or
in any specified part, of the
field of use to which the subject matter of the claims of
the patent are directly applicable.
'2. A patent owner shall not
be deemed guilty of patent
misuse merely „because
'.
agreed-to a rontractural pro- vision or imposed a condition
on a license which ha.s I a 1 a
direct relation to the disclo-

DEA
Will Be 4

1964 VOLKSWAGEN, good
shape, runs good. $350.00. 1946
Willy, antique, runs good, looks
decent. First $150.013 gets it. 1965
Ford I.TD, automatic. Good
shape, $225.00. Phone 7538760.
I

- rel-

753-7
WANT TO BU
WANT TO BUY: g
trailer for 15' Ii
Phone 75.3-8255 after
p.m.
WANTED TO

1969 GTO. 400 cubic inches. Need
money for school. Contact Dean
Bogner, Apartment 9, Hales
Apartments,
February IP

yambilowym.
0 WANT TO
two or three
house in the Cone
district. Phone 7
ILIIVILIL111111\111\

E

AVERAGE HOME
-91.5110- Six month
monthly contract
Superior Extermi
pony. Phone 753-7266

•

-Y.

0
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Call
753-1916

MUSIC

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

Another View 40

All Seats 75'

I

CHiWRENS MATiNEES
MGM

rt.

The roaringlyfunny
tale of a cross-eyed
lion who is
almost
human...

Pianos-Organs

Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice guitar
accordion, drums and band
instruments J
Music
Center, Murray, Ky. 753
757s

R k
amminamimailar' insua

T-I-C-E •• In-OrderN-0To Better Serve You . .
0
DEADLINES FOR ALL

•

•

••

CLASSIFIED ADS
Will Be 4:00 p.m. Day Before
CLASSIFIED DISPLAYS
12:00 Noon Day Before

•

•

Ledger & Times

046 1.•S P Opt --A• opts ••••nomi
0 IV S.r U44.• F...44 /4.40.0

" 1 SUPPOSE WE HAVE SOMETHIN6'TO
F3E 11-1A4KFUL FOR. THE 1972 FOOT3ALL
SEASON HAS ENDED."
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Wilson Real Estat
Member of Multiple Listing
753-3263
Sales Personnel
Larry Wright 753-6883
Loretta Jobs 753-6079
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
--Office will be open Saturdays-

282 S. 4th

lii*484141311IMP1StilnIt***********
an
NEW LISTING-Three bedroom brick, 1L2 baths,
upstairs, patio with 20 x 40 svnmnung pool--located near
shopping area and Carter Elementary

WANTED MAN or boy for full
work.
miscellaneous
time
Drivers License required. Apply
in person to Bernard Steen at
J29C
Murray Datsun

LARGE FOUR BEDROOMS, plus study, 217 tile baths,
dining room, fireplace in family room, ample storage,
double garage, intercom, city school system-bus stop at
front of house, priced far below replacement value
SHERWOOD FOREST-Three bedroom brick two baths,
sunken living room, central heat and air excellent

AVON CAN brighten your lifewith extra cash you can earn as
an Avon Representative. It's a
great way to end money worriesselling our famous products in
your spare tirne. Call: . 443-3366
F5C
Collect.

*****************************
GARAGE SALE
* ma
Shores, Tuesday,January 30 I
Panora
*
FOR SALE
* 8:00 a.m., till all merchandise is sold.
KING SIZE bed, excellent conWANTED MATURE woman to
items, clothing, fishing tackle :care for four school age children,
Household
dition. G.E. Console stereo with *
J30C *
porta-fi. Phone 753-8838
and some tools.
3:30-11.30 p.m., five days a week.
*
It Phone 474-2745.
J27C
TWO AKC registered German *
Evans
F.
Lloyd
*
Phone :
shepherd puppies, females, 5 * Oakhurst
POSITION AVAILABLE immonths old Make good pets or
11 mediately for man experienced
Sign
436-2155
,
f
Watth
Court
1
1,
guard dogs. Phone 436-.5624. J30C
to
Al*************************4A in auto vinyl top work. Apply4th

(Effective January 29)

•

REAL ESTATE /'OR SALE

*************************

WANTED LADIES for telephone
soliticing for Olan Mills Studio,
morning and evening shifts, to
call from my office. $1.60 per
hour. For personal interview see
Ruby Grisham at the Mid Towner
Motel, Monday', January 29, from
J29C
8:00a.m. till 8 :00p.m

Music Lassons

The family of Sallie Adair
wishes to thank all the friends,
neighbors and relatives for
Hosiers, and sympathy shown us
at the time of her death.
1TP
Daughter &Son,

OR SALE

This three bedroom brick includes two baths, large living
room, family room with fire place, dining area, central
heat and air, concrete drive, fenced back yard with 200
foot deep 1dt --located frear Robertson Elementary

WANTED LADY to live th-silth
elderty lady. Phone 489-2518 after
J29P
5.30 p.m.

PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
craftsman Piano Technician
TEC
Guild.

Mareri eged L.10t4"
ih•ClibSS-

REALESTATE

WANTED SKILL finish carF1C
penter. Phone 474-2792.

See why more people buy
Wurlitzer than any other
piano
sales Service Rental
PurChase Practice piano and
studios J 8, a Music Center,
Murray Ky 753-757S

l'ARD 01' THANKS

A d 157:1916

MALE FULL time day manager
needed. Must be neat, clean and
with desire to push ahead. Experience desired, but not
qecessary. Salary open, benefits
included. Contact Mr. Dailey in
person at Burger Chef, 1304 West
FIC
Main.

TUNING -RepairPIANO
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753F2(
8911.

SAT & SUN
1:00 til 3:00

vuu

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

••••ilk••.

Sell it With A Classified

NOTICE

0

SATURDAY-JANUARY 27, 1173

• ,•••••

BROWN LEATHER couch and
• • WALLACE'S BOOK Store.chair Excellent condition Phone
J30C Books for everyone Hardback
753-4823.
and Paperback. Conic Browse!
Across from M.&U. Library.J3OC
HAY FOR Sale. Phone 753-2781,
J3OP HOUSE
after 4:00 p.m.
electric, excellent condition
Located on 641, Midway Trailer
USED REFRIGERATOR. Runs Park. PfiOne 753-0748.
'MC
J30C
good. Phone 753-7271.

•••••!mmoll
06111
rhen the weather outside
IIs Frightful
Our home-made ice cream
Is still delightful
-

TRIANGLE

condition.
LARGE FOUR BEDROOM BRICK, three tile baths, two
kitchens, family room, dining room, fireplace- Lot 150 x
350
ACWISS FROM UNIVERSITY Three bedrooms, two
baths, central heat, plus an apartment or for family use.
MILE FROM CITY- Four bedrooms, two baths, upstairs, basement, six acres includes commercial and-or
residential property

Eurie Garland, 510 South
J27C
Street or phone 753-4641.

WEST OF UNIVERSITY-Three bedroom brick,
fireplace in living room, garage.

DRIVER WANTED for haul
away. Must be experienced and
have references. Phone 753_
J27P

FOUR BEDROOMS, largo living room, large kitchen
includes built in oven- in county and under.. $20,000

riRE

ALE!!Price subject to DIRECT SALESMAN. Do you
LARGE TEN ROOM HOME bordering city limitsstock on hand. Sale ends believe in the future of Comcentral heat, three baths, two fireplaces-If not for
Saturday, January 27. Best nylon. puters. Automobiles, color
residential how about a litque restaurant, office building
tubeless white wall tires Arm- television, electronics, drafting,
or apartment house-already has facilities for three
BUSHH(X; TYPE mower. 6' -NEVER USED anything like
kitchens
it," say users of Blue Lustre strong makes, your choice of air conditioning and the building
three point lift. Phone 436************************
J30C carpet cleaner. Rent electric sizes 775,825, or 855 by 14'' or I5''. industry' If you meet people well
5618. .
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire Only $15.71, plus $2.52 federal tax. are scrupulously honest and are
FOR YOUR REAL ESTATE NEEDS-CALL.
Best 4 ply polyester white wall earning less. than $20,000 per
LORETTA.WAYNE OR LARRY
UPRIGHT ,PIANO, in good Shopping Center
Arm.strong makes.-Your choice year, I want to tali( to you. This is
Condition. $100 00. 30" gas logs
We have other listings
of sizes F, G or H78 hy 14" or 15". a top rated organization and we
with valve and grate. $35.00.
Only $17.34, plus 12.81 federal tax. will fully train man selected for
used.
been
never
HIGH
CHAIR,
J30C
Phone 436-5503.
•
„L., Best polyester glass belted white this territory. Our sales tools do
phone 753-7609.
all tires Armstrong makes. the talking to the qualified
x 229', on BY OWNER; three bedroom .
Your choice of sizes, F, G, or H78 prospects You simply make the CORNER LOT, 108'
HAMPSHIRE
REGISTERED
1960 RITZ Craft trailer, 10' wide, by 114" or 15". $20.98, plus $3.01
corner of Melrose and Belmont. brick, two baths, living room,
calls and write up the orders. But
boar,servicable age:28 nice pigs, three bedrooms,electric beat, air
Barnett, days kitchen-den combination, built-irk:
federal tax. Best polyester steel you must have a proven sales Phone Michael
weaned and wormed b bred gilts. conditioned,
:
J30C cabinets including refrigerator;
carpeted belted white wall tire Armstrong
753-5273 or nights 492-8637
recordk and be prepared to work
Phone 753-1348, nightly' 753and stove, built-in bookcases lit
near
throughout. Located
makes. Your choice of sizes F, G.
J30C
your success. For interview INVESTMENT PROPERTY. living room, central heat and air,
9390.
university. Phone 753-9867. J3CC or H78 by 14" or 15". Only $24.01, for
with complete details write Two bedrooni furnished house new carpet and vinyl throughout,
plus $2.74 federal tax.. All tires Robert Sanders, Route 2, Box 156,
A.FARMALL tractor with
with living room, kitchen, utility store room off carport, plus Sears,
INSURANCE: Homeowners. carry road hazard and defective
.127P
cultivator.
and
Munfordyille, Ky. 42765.
breaking plow
and bath, paneled walls, 10'x12' store house, anchored on
Homes.
room
Mobile
Farmowners and
$500.00. Good condition. Phone Low rates, broad coverage, material guarantee. Roby Sales,
pad.
Immediate
heat, storm windows and concrete
electric
J27C
Highway,68, Benton.
J3OP
474-2248.
storm doors, newly painted. possession. Phone anytime
Excellent claim service. Check
--•
Large lot 93'2'x140'. Now renting except between 430 Friday and
with us before you buy. Galloway SPINET-CONSOLE
piano.
(,.t. $100.00 per month. Priced for 5:30 Saturday, 753-9407, or see at
8'3(45' TRAILER $750 Phone 753- Insurance di Realty Agency. Wanted responsible party to take
J29C
J30C Phone 753-5842.
quick sale at $12,750.00. Including 1515 Kirkwood,
Bill's Mobile Home
February 7C over spinet console piano. Can be
0156
•••••••••••••••
drawers, kit-1
of
chest
2
beds,
4
seen locally. Easy terms. Write
Repair
••••••••••MMMMM••••••
MOBILE HOME, 1969 Cherokee. Credit Manager, P.O. Box 741,
chen table, with chairs, electric BRICK DUPLEX apartment
•
SANDWICH
'N
SOUP
from
air
dryer,
•
•
washer,
Has
Maytag.
12'x52'.
electric refrigerator. building, one block
WASHER,
WRINGER
stove,
•
If You
Evansville, Indiana 47701. J29C
•
IS now taking
SPECIAL
a
Shown by appointment only. University. Electric heat, wall to
• Excellent condition. Phone 436- conditioner, urnierpenning and
• SUNDAY SUPPER AFTER •
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
al
J29C front porch. Phone 437-4171 or
applications. Apply at Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753• 2335.
SCHNAUZER
MINIATURE
•
•
TFNC
P.M.
J29C
2
closet space and built-in
of
Benton
527-7168.
7278.
•
•
puppies, registered, non shed,
Highway 641 North,
Pleb:a Phone
•
dressers 75'x140' Each apartMayfield,
NURSERY,
MURRAY
• Hamburger & a bowl of hot •
Melodyns
•
dispositio
ment has living room, bedroom,
• soup...59 cents, or any of • Road. Good out of business. HOMEI.ITE CHAIN saws lovable
Almo Heights.
Your
•
FOUR BEDROOM frame kitchen and bath with shower.
Saw and Lock Shop, 207 Ayre Kennels, Buchanan, Tenn.
Waldrop
:
at
s
Holly
sandwiche
Japanese
of
Hundreds
• our 13
J27C
home, on one acre of land. Has Well insulated with rockwool in
February 29C Phone (9011247-3345.
•
South 7th Street.
•
• regular price & 19 cents for • going at 13 price. Hurry out. J3OP
shop and a private trailer the ceiling, storm doors and
large
time
part
• a bowl of hot soup.
•
ONE LADY wanted for
•
space and several out
parking
YARD SALE at 1623 Catalina
•
investment
U
• KIRBY VACUUM, an upright DINING TABLE with matching Drive, Saturday. from 10:00 a.m. telephone survey work, 2 to 4 buildings. $16,000.00 Phone 436- windows. Good
•
e
Triangl
$25,500.00.
•
only'
for
from
property
week,
a
days
5
daily,
•
If No Results:
J29C
• shag rug specialist that adjusts to buffett and 4 ladder back chairs. till 4:00 p.m. Lots of different hours
•
Including two electric table top
For personal 5506.
•
office.
Inn
local
our
J27C
Phone
753-5803.
service
and
J27C
•
11 carpets. For sales
items.
hot water heaters, 2 electric
Phone
••MM
interview write to Mr. John W,
antique stoves
phone 767-6295 or 753-0.359 after
electric
2
and
442, Fulton, Ky. 42041 FOUR BEDROOM
DR. RICHARD Broeringmeyer 5:00p.m.
February 19C ONE TON Snow-Co tilt-top AKC REGISTERED male Isbell, Box
and brick, two level home. Very refrigerators. Also furnished
address
age,
is
giving
who
r
Chiropracto
a Murray
trailer, in excellent condition. beagle, 2 years old. Also female telephone number.
J29C large paneled family room with with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
Kentucky
Before 5:00 p.m.,
also president of
Poloroid 240 print copier. beagle, 2 years old. Good
built-in cabinets, two baths, 8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400 00
new.
$250.00.
Like
plows.
101-3-16"
FORD
Lake Toastmaster Club will
kitchen with ap- per year. Shown by appointment
portable cassette markings. Phone 753-6086. J27P
carpeted
RCA
Then
J29C
$20.00.
436-5618.
Phone
an open lecture on
CHURCH NURSERY Attendant pliances, ample storage. MOO
give
tape recorder, tapeS,, tape
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753and
30,
p.m.
Jan.
be
After 5:30
wanted. Qualifications: must
Acupuncture, Tuesday,
square feet, plus enclosed 7278.
storage case. All for $25 00 TIMOTHY HAY.Phone 753TEN('
J27C a parent at least 21 years of age. garage, paved drive, patio,'
at 7:30 p,,m..Why it works, how SPRING MA'TERLUS arriving Phone 753-8654 after 5.30 p.m.
Until 6:30 p.m.
and
shop
function,
to
a.m.
Tiihrics
9:30
nerve
to
better
Sunday's
Duty hours,
it relates
daily. For
landscaped lot. New central
J29C
how it relates to Chiropractic. Nesbitt Fabric Shop, 4 miles
AIR COMPRESSOR with 50' 12:45 p.m. References preferred. heat and air unit. Near shopping LARGE BRICK Colonial on 42
The public is invited and South of Murray-Highway
hose; 12 Gauge shotgun; Phone Apply at the First United center Phone 753acres in Dukedom, '2 mile highJ30C CHEST OF drawers, vanity 753-4597,
refreshments will be served. 641.
J27P Methodist Church, Murray. J30C 8731.
February 5C way' frontage, new 4" well. Write
boy's
Two
each.
in$20.00
pther
dresser,
or
For reservations
WANT TO BUY
owner. Box 155, Dukedom,
formation phone 753-2962. J29C ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, bicycles, 24' and 26", $10.00 THREE BEDROOM double-wide
Northeast
Miles
6
site.
Building
Tennessee 38226. February ^Tr
.AKC
boat
WANT TO BUY: good used
Mobile
on the each. Brown poodle,
Bill's
tobacco
Kentucky,
with
only
$6595.00.
Acres
4
Mayfield,
Murray.
of
trailer for 15' fishing boat.
registered, $75.00. Chair $5.00.
Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
Homes, South Beltline Highway.
barn, corn crib, and livestock
Phone 753-8255 after 5:00
Phone 753-8182 after 5:00 p.m.
NEAR KIRKSEY. 1 Acre with .1
also
We
443toppers.
Phone
camper,
Ky.
l'aducah,
pickup
barn.
J29P
p.m.
J27C
bedroom house, 2 fireplaces.
.J27C
rent campers by the week or
6150.
basement. "--489or
247-8187
Call
weekend.
of pistols SHARP GLASTRON boat, 16'
VARIETY
LARGEST
WANTED TO RENT
Good Bottomland. Highway
J27C
2303.
in Kentucky. No increase in Deep Vee runabout. Boat, motor
464, 3.36 Acre dark fired tobacco,
iwaAshwwww‘....01
prices. Country Boy Stores, and trailer. Convertible top and
base, $17,500
About Our
MAYTAG ELECTRIC portable
from
Times
&
ledger
miles
9
Army
Surplus.
Hardin -East 40 Acres, halfpriced.
Winter
$
side
RENT
curtains.
TO
0 WANT
clothes dryer, used very little.
Junction Kentucky I'hone 753-2264 after 5:00 p.m.
e,
Hopkinsvill
$5000.
wooded,
Ad to clean up 0 Aluminum Sheets
Very reasonable. Phone 753two or three bedroom 0
117 and 164. Open Sunday until .129C
Northeast Calloway Co. 91.5
J27P
9288.
A house in the Concord school g
J27C
4:00 p.m.
Aire farm with 3 bedroom house,
✓ many unused items. r
!district. Phone 753-8126.
each
tobacco barn, hay barn
large
TOY POODLE Puppy, AKC
"
0
•
0
two
shed.
1970,
machinery
HOME,
and
registered, apricot male. Already VA LOANS, no down payment MOBILE
Sell them fast with a
t
carpeted,
12'x65',
bedroom,
3 bedroom
with
Farm
for
to
23.5
years
12
veteran.
qualified
'The ledger & Times
has,shots, 7 weeks old. Phone 753PF.ST CONTROL
den, split P Ledger & Times Want 0
house on-Highway 464, and Van
J27C pay. Drive on out almost to double glass doors,
7876 after 4:00p.m.
0
(leave Road.
103 N. 4th Street
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline. level kitchen,and bay window in 0
Ad
and
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
room
0
utility
living0
toom,
Bill's
John Randolph Realty Al
Bank
spot.
on
financing
bunk
or
twin
ALLEN
ETHAN
Ky.
Murray,
Extra
WA.Six month' guarantee. No
Auction Company 753-8382 or new Early Mobile 'Homes, 3900 South outside storage building.
Like
complete:
beds,
52111A 1
monthly contract required.
appointinent
,
Phcrne 753-1916
.127e,...
DiaI1
Keith Hays 489-2488.
American sofa and chair. Phone Beltline4lighway, Paducah,
Superior Exterminating, ComJ31C
Phone
753-9675.
443-6150.
J27C
489-2644.
F15C
pany. Phone 753-7266.

CLASSIFIED DEPARTM1NT
Phone 753-1916 1/

•

0

-1
N-O-T-rer"."
To improve your television
reception, your Cablevision
Soriiice will be Interrupted
/ between the hours: 9:00 a.m.f
to 11:00 a.m. for the next few I
2 days. We appreciate your patience. I

Help Wanted

Murray Cablevision
Miss Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

753-7278

$ Kick The $
Storage
Habit!! 0
•
:uwsea
Want

STORING IT
MAKES WASTE!

r

I

SELLING IT
MAKES CASH!

a

251

Place Your
Classified Ad
Now

753-1.916

CALL

•

ty..,ilice.Showriby

1,••••

*
a

1

PAGE EIGHT

Funeral Services
To Be Held Sunday
For Wayne McManus
Funeral services fur Wayne
McManus will be held Sunday at
two pin, at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Bro. Gerald Cowan
of Germantown, Tenn., and
Bro. John Dale of Murray officiating.

THE 'LEDGER * TIMES — MURRAY-, KENTUCKY

Edward G. Robinson
Dies Friday At 79

HOLLYWOOD AP7
Actoi His wife, Jane. was with him.
Edward 0. Robinson, famous
Funeral services are schedfOr his tough-guy film roles and uled for, 2 p m. Sunday at
expensive art collections, is Temple Israel, with burial in
dead at 79.
New York on Monday. The
A family spokesman said the family spokesman said actor
veteran bf more than 40 plays Charlton Heston, who costarred
Pallbearers will be Jerry and 112 films died Friday of in Robinson's most recent film,
Lawrence, Billy Redd, Dennis cancer at Mt. Sinai Hospital. "Soylent Green," will deliver
Thomas, Charles Thomas,
the eulogy during services
Bruce Thomas, and Andrew
here.
Thomas.
Though famous for his sinisInterment will be in the
ter gangster portrayals. RobinMurray Memorial Gardens with
son played that role in only
the arr.angenses. by the
Alhout_111..of .tus Wins.
Rlalnck,Q,alemafl Funeral
.His portrayal of a mobster in
MOM Where friends may call.
the Mtn "Little Caesar" made
,McManus, age 34, died
him a star, but other memoFirst Missionary Baptist rable roles were the patient sciThursday at 9:20 a.m, at the
Methodist Hospital, Memphis, Church,Benton, will honor Rev. entist in "Dr. Ehrlich's Magic
Tenn. A senior at Tennessee and Mrs. J. Frank Young in Bullet" and the hard-driving
Tech, Cookeville, Term., he had services Sunday as Mr. Young managing editor in -Five Star
been in ill health for four years. concludes a 23'2-year ministry Final."
He waS a 'graduate of Trigg at the church.
(if the screen, he was known
Sunday, which coincidentally as a quiet art collector and poCounty High School, Cadiz, and
was employed as a printer on also marks Mr. Young's bir- litical liberal who could conthe Jackson Sun newspaper at thday, will feature a 1045 a.m. verse in six languages.
Jackson, Tenn., for eight years service that will honor the
In 1962, he suffered a heart
Youngs and acknowledge and attack on an African movie loThe deceased was a member reflect on his ministry. ac- cation and was hospitalized for
of the Willow Avenue Church of cording to a church spokesman. three weeks. The stumpy,
'Then from 2:45 to 4 p.m. in the thick-lipped actor dismissed the
Christ, Cookeville, Term. Born
January 30, 1938, at Eddy ville, church's Fellowship Hall, a seizure as a "heart episode"
he was the son of Mr and Mrs. Women's Missionary Union- and said of it
Willard McManus, now of sponsored tea will be held in
-It was a rude affront It's
Savannah, Tenn. He and his further honor of the Youngs.
one of those stumbling blocks
Rev. Young is retiring from that you encounter along
wife, the former Mary Frances
the
Winchester. daughter of Mr the ministry and will head the way. The only thing to do is to
music
department
at
Mid- kick it aside and keep on goand Mrs. Marvin Winchester of
New Concord, were married Continent Bible College in
Mayfield.
July 4. 1%7.
Born of Romanian-Jewish
The spokesman said F'irst parents in Bucharest as EmaSurvivors are his wife, and
two sons, Bruce Wayne Mc- Missionary added 369 members nuel Goldenberg. Robinson
Manus and Kevin Lee Mc- by baptism and 508 by letter came to the United States at
McManus, all of Cookeville, during Mr. Young's ministry: age 10 in 1903
Term : his parents: his parents- experienced budget growth
The actor was educated in
two sisters, Mrs Dwain from approximately 810,000 to New York, studying at the
tWyvoanet
*Herndon
of $50,000: and initiated and American Academy of DramatAllentown, Pa., and Mrs. Lynn .cqmpleted from construction to ics Arts and taking courses in
I Wanda ) Moller of Omaha, bond payoff a $225,000 capital
arts, languages and philosophy
improvement program.
Nebraska.
at Columbia University and
New York City College
In the late 1920's, be appeared in his first movie, a sireconciliation among people in lent film called "The Bright
Cook
WASHINGTON i AP) — U.S this country who have been di- Shawl"
He came to Hollywood in 1930
Sen. Marlow Cook, R-Ky., has vided by the war
Cooper made his remarks be- and appeared in hits such as
proposed an amendment to expell from Congress any mem- fore the Burley Farmers Advi- "The Hatchet Man," "Barbary
ber, not present for at least 60 sory Council here for its annual Coast," "Kid Galahad," "The
Last Gangster," -Tampico,"
per cent of the roll call votes winter meeting
The Somerset Republican told "Night Has a Thousand Eyes"
during his term
Cook said when he co-spon- the tobacco growers that it and "The Stranger"
Robinson and actress Gladys
sored a similar amendment last would be necessary in the
year, the Senate's constitutional years ahead for them to join Lloyd were married in 1927
amendments subcommittee re- with other farmers throughout Their son. Edward G "Manny"
'- ceived 15,060 corrunumeations the country to preserve the best Robinson Jr., was born in 1933.
They were divorced in 1956,
interests of agriculture
in favor of that proposal
He said changes in the Eu- and the actor married New
The senator said he felt the
response indicated public con- ropean Common Market will York dress designer Jane Adler
greatly affect the tobacco in- two years later.
cern over absenteeism.
dustry, and that in a few years
-othe Common Market would be
the largest tobacco consumer in
Junior bliss
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP1 — the world
-0Kentucky's Junior Miss for 1973
will be crowned in ceremonies Bishop
LOUISVILLE, Ky fAP )
here tonight by America's Junior Miss, Lydia Hodson of I ka- The Rt. Rev. C. Gresham Maranon, bishop of the Episcopal
ington.
Winners in Friday night's Diocese of Kentucky says he By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Winter roared back into the
second round of preliminary will retire next year after 20
midcontinent today, bringing
judging were Lisa Ann Charles years as head of the diocese
Bishop Marmion said he is with it strong winds and heavy
of the Ashland area, for poise
and appearance: Laura Alice announcing his retirement ear- snows, while rain soaked the
Smith „of Larue County, for ly so the diocese can make a East and West coasts.
Only the Gulf Coast and porcreative and performing arts, smooth transition from one
and Judy Morton Hall, the Fa- bishop to another. The 6:-year- tions of the Southwest, inyette County Junior Miss, for old prelate made his announce- cluding Texas, New Mexico'and
ment at the 145th convention of Arizona and stretching into Calyouth fitness.
the diocese at Christ Church ifornia, Nevada and Idaho, had
-ofair skies
Cathedral.
Cooper
A combination of cold fronts
The diocese inCludes LouisLEXINGTON, Ky. ) AP ) —
Former U.S. Sen. John Sher- ville and the western part of and storm systems over the
center of the nation brought
man Cooper says he hopes for Kentucky.
back the cold air and snow Up
to 3 inches of snow was reported at Akron, Colo. and Sydney,
Neb. and 2 inches blanketed the
ground at Goodland. Kap.
ST. LOUIS (API — Former Lyndon B. Johnson's press secMany of the same sections
astronaut Neil A. Armstrong retary and special assistant, were warmed
by record
says he'd like to return -to the has been discharged from January mildness earlier
this
moon someday with a Boy Georgetown University Hospi- week.
Scout troop.
tal.
Rain doused the Pacific
Armstrong, the first man to
Admitted Wednesday after Northwest and showers extendset foot on the moon, addressed complaining of chest pains, Mo- ed from
the Ohio Valley to the
a banquet of scout leaders here yers was released on Friday.
Atlantic Coast.
Thursday night and predicted
A hospital spokesman said
Heavy fog socked in an area
lunar scouts probably would be the 38-year-old Moyers.- was from southern Lake Superior
to
the next new program for the feeling much better. Moyers' New England. Freezing
drizzle
ever-changing Boy Scouts of personal physician diagnosed
also was hampering driving in
America.
his ailment as Tietze's syn- the southern Lake Superior
"Back when I visited there a drome, a painful inflammation area.
r
few years ago, I thought it of the ribs and cartilage of the
Temperatures before dawn
,avould make a great place for a chest.
ranged from 76 at Key West,
caniporee," Armstrong said.
Fla. to 1 at Butte, Mono
"Now people are dropping in
LOS ANGELES AP) - The
Shme other repottS': Anchorhave
They
even
all the time.
wife of television talk show host
age -9 clear, Atlanta 39 clear,
abandoned cars. Mery Griffin,. 47, has sued for
cars there
Boston 35 clear, Buffalo 33
It is just not the same placer it divorce.
clear. Chicago 43 cloudy, Cinused to be."
In the Superior. Courtpetition cinnati 43 cloudy. Cleveland 44
A former Eagle Rout, Arm- filed on Friday to end the 14- cloudy, Dallas 42 clear, Denver
strong said a scout troop would year marriage, Julann Griffin. 28 snow, Detroit
37 smoke,
have a unique situation on the 44. cited irriconcilatle differ- Honolulu 73 rain, Indianapolis
moon. He said a good breakfast ences. She estimated the 42 cloudy, Kansas
City 43
would be a must because the couple's property is worth $4 cloudy. Los Angeles
50- clear,
days are 700 hours long, not 24
Louisville 42 cloudy, Miami 75
hours,
Two California homes, a 20- clear, MinneapolissSt. Paul 30
Armstrong is now a professor acre farm in New Jersef,Inter• cloud,. Nashville
.47 cloudy,
of electrical engiheering at the est in several radio stations New York 40
clear, Philaatinivewity of'Cincinnati.
and an office building in Nei. delphia'36 cloudy, Phoenix 42
York- ray were included on ,a .clear, Pittsburgh 45 cloudy, St.
list of the ccidple's assets.
Louis 42 drizzle, San Francisco
WASHINGTON ( API — Bill
The ,Griffins have one son, 40 clear, Seattle 38 cloudy,
D. Moyers, the late President AnthorA\Patrick
Griffin, 13.
Washington 45 cloudy.

Rev., Mrs. Young
To Be Honored At
Church0—n—Ssuiday
•

Kentucky Roundup

Winter Returns
Today, Brings
Cold Weather

People In The News

Peace . . .
(CosUnued from Page 1 j
barriers opposite the entrance
to the conference center.
Signed at the first ceremony
were three protocols, or annexes, and the niain agreement
entitled: "Agreement on Ending the War and Restoring
Peace in Vietnam."
The protocols cover the release of prisoners, the operation of the four-nation COntrol
commission of Canada, Indonesia, Poland and Hungary
and the operation of the temporary Joint Military Commission to be set up by the four
parties to the agreements.
The documents set aside for
Rogers and Truth were three
protocols plus a fourth covering
LS. removal of American
mines dropped in North Vietnamese waters.
The only difference in the
documents in the morning and
afternoon session is in the preamble and the designation of
the signatories.
The agreement signed by all
four parties refers only to "the
parties participating in the
Paris conference on Vietnam."
The U.S.-North Vietnamese
documents formally designate
the four parties by name, including the Republic of Vietnam, meaning South Vietnam,
and the provisional revolutionary government, meaning the
Viet Cong.
This complex procedure was
compronuse avoiding any
mutual recognition by the two
rival South Vietnamese governments
The signing ends for the
United States a war that saw
its first soldier killed in action
in 1961 Since then 45,931 Americans have died in action and
303,605 have been wounded
Rogers met for anhour in the
niorning with French President,.
Georges Pompidou to express
President Nixon's appreciation
for POMptd011.3 help in concluding the Vietnam peace
agreement
France has hosted Vietnam
peace talks since May 1968.
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Congressmen Cautiously
Optimistic On Controls
WASHINGTON i AP)
survey of congressmen from
four Midwestern and Appalachian states indicates the majorit) are cautiously optimistic
over President Nixon's decision
to abandon most mandatory
wage-price controls.
The survey, based on a representative sampling of congressmen from Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and West Virginia, reveals that many fear inequities
may- develop Under Phase 3 as
many charged occurred under
Phase 2.
-If this 'new phase results in
an unfair share of the burden
falling on either labor, the consumers or industry, we must
prepare to adopt more stringent and more effective measures," said Rep. Robert Mottohart D-W.Va
•
Rep. Clarence J. Brown, ROhio, said it will be tough for
labor which walked off the Pay
Board last year to cooperate in
a year when it has wage negotiations coining up."
The u.uons that will negotiate
on new contracts include the
United Auto Workers, the
Teamsters and longshoremen.
Under Phase 3, most man-

Sloan Testimony Read

Judge Doesn't Think
Whole Story Is Out

datory wage-price controls
were lifted and replaced by
largely voluntary, self-regulating guidelines. Direct conBy DON McLEOD
linking former Atty. Gen. John
trols continue over the food,
Associated Press Writer
N. Mitchell and former Comhealth care and construction inWASHINGTON APi — The merce Secretary Maurice Stans dustries, with business and labor expected to police them- judge in the Watergate trial to the money the government
has told opposing lawyers he says financed the Watergate
selves using previous regudoesn't think they are bringing operation.
lations as guidelines in future
out the whole story behind alThe testimony was given
wage or price decisions.
leged political espionage Wednesday by Hugh W. Sloan
Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind.,
against Democrats.
Jr., former treasurer to Presiperhaps expressed the mood of
U.S. DLeriet Court Judge dent Nixon's campaign finance
the majority of congressmen
John J. Sirica has spoken committee, who said he paid
from the four states on Phase 3
frequently during the three- out $199,000 to G. Gordon Lidby saying it's too early to renweek-old trial of his desire to dy, who is charged with leading.
der a judgment about the proget
to the facts behind the the alleged wiretapping opergram.
- "A majority of the congress- break-in and alleged bugging of ation.
Democratic national headquarUnder questioning by Sines,
men accepted or supported the
ters last June 17.
with the jury out of the room,
wage-price controls under
But Friday he told both attor- Sloan said he had cleared the
Phase 2.
Rep. Earl F. Landgrebe, R- neys directly he "didn't think disbursements with Starts,
ind., said he was -real excited the facts were being devel- chairman of the Finance Committee to Re-elect the Presiabout the freeze, and I thought oped."
This came after Sirica. over dent, who cleared it with Mitit was a real good idea to stop
objections from the defense, chell, Nixon's campaign maneverything and take a look."
However, he said, under had 14ad to the jury testimony ager.
Sirica said he decided after
Phase 2 "there was a lot of in
reading the transcript over that
equities." As for Phase 3, he
what Sloan said "is important
said, "I would vote to disevidence and the jury should
continue the whole thing right
hear it"
now The best wage and price
laddy's attorney', Peter Macontrols is to raise taxes or rerout's, moved unsuccessfully
dure spending, balance the
for a mistrial, saying Sirica's
budget and pay. off the bills."
reading gave the testimony unRep. William G. Bray, RRev. Richard E. Walker, due weight with the jury.
ind., expressed a different
pastor of the First Baptist
Asst. U.S. Atty. Earl J. Si/viewpoint about the control
Church, will be speaking at both
ben also protested before Sifirst established over 18 inonths
the 10:45 a.m arid five p.m. rice's reading of the testimony,
ago.
services at the church on saying the government had
"The whole thing has been
Sunday, January 28.
wanted to bring it out WednesGreek to me," Bray said. -An
Special music for the morning day but had not been allowed
I can tell you now is that I'm
service will be by the Adult to.
just dumb as hell."
WASHINGTON I AP) — Sen
Choir, directed by W Rudolph
Silbert asked for permission
The biggest Criticism of
Walter "Dee" Huddleston has
Howard, minister of the music. to recall Sloan to repeat the
been named to the permanent Phase 2 was that raw agricul- Their songs will be "Sing Ye to
testimony, but Sirica refused
subcommittee on investigations, tural products were exempted, the Lord" by Tikomb and
"Mr. Sloan might have a
forcing
consumer
the
pay
to
a branch of the Senate Govern- "Arise, 0 Lord" arranged by
lapse
of memory,- Siric said
higher
prices
at
grocery.
the
ment operations Committee.
Deis.
"I don't know I'd rather read
•
The subcommittee, headed by
Assisting Rev. Walker in the
it from the record "
Sea. Henry M. Jackson, 13services will be Dr. Lloyd
The finance committee pleadWash., has received widespread
Jacks, deacon of the week, who ed no contest in another diviattention for its investigation of
is an associate professor of sion of federal court Friday to
organized crime and rackets,
agriculture at Murray State eight counts of violating the
scandals involving military offiUniversity. He was ordained campaign finance law,
and was
cers' clubs, and thefts of stocks
deacon in 1950 at the Maben, fined the maximum
$8,000 for
and securities from Wall Street.
Miss., Baptist Church and is spending money without reportHuddleston called it "the
serving his first term as a ing it to the General Accountmost important investigative
deacon here at the First ing Office as required by law
committee in the Senate," and
Church.' He also serves as The Justice Department had
said, -It will give me a unique
C.,A Wendell Ford has an- superintendent of Adult II charged that the corrunittee,
opportniuty to explore and recnounced that the state Department of the Sunday through Sloan, had given Liddy
ommend action in. areas of
Department Of Insurance is School He is married to the sums of $12,000, $12,000 and $5.great interest to the American
taking immediate action to former Fay Steen of Vicksburg, 300 without a receipt.
people
Miss , and they have two
The prosecution has said it
The junior senator from inform local government of- children, Mrs. Donna Ingram of
expects to close its case Monficials across Kentucky about
McKenzie, Tenn., and Patrick
Eitinbetillown also was aarthed the
day.
troniabihty of- flood inKEY BISC-AYNP.,'Fla i-AP to a new
Jacks, student at ?CU.
subcommittee on
surance under the federal Flood
like countless Americans budget and
expenditures, which
At the evening service the
Assistance Program.
across the nation, President is
have jurisdiction -over
High School Choir will sing
-The
Nixon and Pus family will say the
Department of laOffice of Management and
surance is involved in art active "Now 1 Belong to Jesus" by'
prayers of thanksgiving today Budget
Clayton and -Reach Out to
'Continued from Page 1
as the shooting ends in this
Huddleston said he hopes the program to the fullest extent of Jesus" by Carmichael.
its
country's longest war
authority. informing local
Ross
thanked the Gamma
subcommittee will make some
Mrs. John Bowker will be the'
units of government of the
Nixon flew to Florida from
Ganuna members for their
recommendations into the matorganist
Rayburn
and
J.D.
Mrs.
Washington on Friday shortly ter of
available coverage, '• the
participation and help at the
ceilings on federal exafter he signed a proclam.uon penditures
Governor said. "In order for will be the pianist for both the Heart Clinic in Murray He
and the necessity of
morning
and
evening
services.
designating
any coverage to be provided, it
p rn. CST for holding federal
budgets within is
Sunday School will be held at presented Mrs. Ed Thomas,
prayer and tnanksgiving. It reasonable
mandatory that the local
limits
9:30 an, with Paul Lyons, Jr., Gamma Gamma president. a
coincides with the hour a cease"I have felt that government officials file a resolution and as superintendetnt and George certificate of .appreciation for
fire is to take place in Vietnam. agencies
application with the Housing
the club's actisities throughout
could be made more
T. Moody as minister of
asrhba
itngto
De
n velopment office
efficient in the performance of aildWU
education. The fourth session of 1972.
in
A special certificate of apWASHINGTON I AP) --- Pres- their duties and in responding
According to the Governor, the study on "Galations: preciation for six years of
ident Nixon has told congres- to the needs of the people," the many
Freedom Through Christ" will
communities were
continuous service as a
sional leaders that his fiscal senator said.
unaware of the existence of be held at 6:15 p.m. Sunday
volunteer worker for the
The
panel
reported out legis1974 budget will total $2687 bilflowers
The
sanctuary
the
for
flood coverage programs and
lion, an increase of about $19 lation Friday to require Senate were not
Sunday will be furnished by Kentucky Heart Association
adequately prepared
was given to Mrs. Willard Ails,
billion over spending for the confirmation for the first time for the
losses incurred by floods Mrs, J.H. Thurman in memory Murray-Calitatay County-Heart
of
the
new
budget
chtector, Roy
current fiscal year which ends
husband,
her
J.H.
of
Rev.
that struck many parts of
Ash, and his deputy
June 30.
Thurman, whose birthday was Fund Chairman,
Kentucky last year
Mrs. Jerry Bolls was
Senate Democratic Leader
"For some time we will be January 26. He was pastor of presented a similar certificate
Mike Mansfield told newsmen
churches
fifty
for
area
this
in
recalling 1972 as the year of
for her service as the 1972 Heart
of the fiscal 1974 budget after
floods." said Harold B. years and treasurer of the Blood Publicity Chairman. Mrs. Alls
he emerged from a White
McGuffey, State Insurance River Association for thirty- and Mrs.
Bolls will continue to
House meeting Friday called to
Commissioner. "It began with four years.
work in these respective
brief congressional leaders The
the tragedy of Rapid City, S. D.,
positions during the 1973
budget goes to Congress Monthen Hurricane Agnes, and
Campaign, Ross said.
day
followed up with downpours
This year's campaign will be
Mansfield said the new budgDr, David C. Roos, minister of throughout the Midwest.
conducted throughout the
et would carry a deficit of
"As a result, flood awareness
the First Christian Church
month of February, beginning
about $12 billion, less than half (Disciples of
Christi, will has become news.,and with it a
with 'Coffee Day,' February 1,
of the current year's projected present his
third lesson on a high degree of concern for flood
at the Murray restaurants.
red-ink total of $25 billion
series from the book of -insurance. Therefore. it is an
'Business-Days-for Heart' will
Nehemiah at the 1045 a.m. appropriate time to add to this
Baptist Men's Day will be also be
held during the month of
PARIS AP, -- The foreign services on Sunday, January. 28, awareness by encouraging the theme of the services and February, and
door-to-door
sale of flood insurance events at the Memorial Baptist
ministers of the four major at the church.
solicitation will be made on
wherever
fighting parties in Vietnam topractical," McGuffey Church, Main and Tenth Heart Sunday, February 25:
-Courage "That Overcomes
day completed the first of two the World" will be the subject said.
Streets. on Sunday, January 28. thereby giving
every individual
The Derl5rtmenCV Insurance
signing ceremonies to end the of his sermon with her
Rev. .lerrell White, pastor, an opportunity
scripture
to help in the
has
longest war in Amen( an his- to be from Nehemiah
notified mayors and county: will speak on the subject, -Men fight against
610-14
America's and
tory. The ceremony was brack- and Luke 4:1-13. Special music, judges across the state about of Faith and Action," at the also Calloway
County's number
the procedures that must be 10:50 a.m worship services. one
eted by noisy demonstrations -(;rant Us Thy Peace,"
health enemy, heart and
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